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مفاجأة سلسلة الريادة لطالب الحادي عشر
ــات والنجــاح الدائــم جلميــع  ــة بأطيــب األمني تتقــدم أرسة سلســلة الريــادة التعليمي
ــا  ــد ارتأين ية فق ــتثنائ ــروف االس ــة الظ ــى مواكب ــا ع ــًا من ــات وحرص ب ــاب والطال الط
ــاهم بشــكل  ــي تس ــارة عــن 180 صفحــة والت ــي عب ــة وه ــم هــذه اهلدي أن نرفــق لك
ــة  ــة اإلنجليزي ــج اللغ ــح ملنه ــم الصحي ــن الفه ــدر م ــر ق ــول إىل أك ــر للوص كب

ــام. ــذا الع ــاين هل ــدرايس الث ــل ال ــر الفص ــادي ع ــف احل للص
  مزايا اهلدية:

ــاب يف  ــدات الكت ــن وح ــدة م ــوع ووح ــكل موض ــة ب ــات خاص ــى تدريب ــوي ع حتت
ــة(. ــراءة - والكتاب ــد - والق ــردات - والقواع ــتامع - واملف )االس

ــة حســب مواصفــات االمتحــان هلــذا العــام  مــع  ي ــارات هنائ ب كــام تشــتمل عــى ) اخت
.) QR خدمــة االســتامع األوســط واألســهل واألحــدث مــع

سلسلة الريادة التعليمية 
الريادة ... معًا نتعلم

هدية سلسلة الريادة التعليمية
 لطالب الصف احلادي عرش
هدية سلسلة الريادة التعليمية
 لطالب الصف احلادي عرش
هدية سلسلة الريادة التعليمية
 لطالب الصف احلادي عرش
هدية سلسلة الريادة التعليمية
 لطالب الصف احلادي عرش
هدية سلسلة الريادة التعليمية
 لطالب الصف احلادي عرش
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َأَماكُِن َتواُجِدَنا
لَطنَِة.  ِة امَلْكَتَباِت يِف السَّ  ُمَتَواِجُدوَن يِف َكافَّ
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َأَماكُِن َتواُجِدَنا
لَطنَِة.  ِة امَلْكَتَباِت يِف السَّ  ُمَتَواِجُدوَن يِف َكافَّ

َفِريُقنَا
اِء  اَمِت وُخَرَ ِمنَي َوامُلَعلِّ  ُنْخَبٌة ُمَتَميِّزٌة ِمَن امُلَعلِّ

. بِيِة َعَى ُمسَتَوى اْلَوَطِن الَعَرِبِّ التَّ

ِسَياَسُتنَا
ِدْيٌث َدائٌِم لِلُمحَتوى التَّعلِيِميِّ  حَتْ
ِة. وَتْطِويٌر ُمْسَتِمرٌّ يِف َعْرِض امَلادَّ

ُرْؤَيُتنَا
 َتْأِسيٌس َنُموَذِجيٌّ أِلَبنَائِنَا.. َوِرَياَدٌة 

َصاِت  ِة امَلَراِحِل والتََّخصُّ َدائَِمٌة يِف َكافَّ
الِعلِميَِّة والَعَملِيَِّة.

ِشَعاُرَنا
َمعاً نَتََعلَُّم َونَتََميَُّز َونَبِْني أَْجيَاَلً. فَابُنُك ِف 

أََماٍن َحتَّى َمْوِعِد الْمِتَحاِن.

َهَدُفنَا
 َأْن َنُكوَن َدائاَِمً االختَِياَر األَمَثَل 

ِة الُعاَمنِيَِّة.  واألَْفَضَل لأُِلرْسَ
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8 سلسلة الريادة التعليميةسلسلة الريادة التعليمية

Grade 11

Exercise  1   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

    Angel Falls in Venezuela is the world's tallest........(1)........, 

with a total height of 979 metres. This total height includes a 

single uninterrupted drop of 807 metres, plus 172 meters of 

steep cascades and smaller drops downstream from the main 

falls. It’s one of the natural  ........(2) ........ on earth. Angel Falls 

were named for James Angel, an American  ........(3) ........, who in 

1933 was the first  ........(4) ........ to fly over the falls. The falls hold 

two world  ........(5) ........; the tallest falls and the highest single 

uninterrupted drop of water in the world.   

     person    skills     wonders    records    athletics    waterfall    pilot   architect    

1

2
3
4
5

Unit 1
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اللغة اإلنجليزيةاللغة اإلنجليزية9

Theme1
Exercise  2   (Reading)

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False? For each item, shade in the bubble        under 
the correct option.

Pennsylvania, USA is famous for its beautiful countryside. 
However, in 2004, natural gas was discovered under the 
ground. Since then, this discovery has changed many 
people’s lives – in good and bad ways. Many people have 
found new jobs but it has also changed the environment. 

The discovery of natural gas in Pennsylvania 
has helped many people. 

Statement True False

I was excited when I found the holiday in the brochure. It 
said: ‘Enjoy a week in one of Europe’s fantastic cities while 
staying at one of its luxurious hotels.’ Now I wasn’t so sure. 
I had waited fifteen minutes at reception when I arrived 
and now the shower in my room isn’t working.

The writer is enjoying his stay in the hotel.  

Statement True False

1

2
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Grade 11
3

4

The Japanese government are still thinking about holding 
the Tokyo Olympics with few or no spectators due to 
coronavirus. The leaders in Japan are too concerned about 
the pandemic for the 2021 Olympics to take place in Tokyo.

At the beginning of the 21st century, businessman Dennis 
Tito paid 20 million dollars to spend eight days on the 
international space station (ISS). Since then, space tourism 
has developed with plans for regular tours and floating hotels. 

Japan has decided to hold the Olympics 
with no spectators.

Space tourism costs too much money. 

Statement

Statement

True

True

False

False

5 The Ministry of Health said that two thousand people in 
Oman were vaccinated with the Oxford Covid19- vaccine 
during the past 24 hours. Muscat Governorate recorded the 
highest number of people who took the vaccine, reaching 
875, followed by North Batinah with 315 people.

2000 people in Oman took the Pfizer 
Covid-19 vaccine.    

Statements True False
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اللغة اإلنجليزيةاللغة اإلنجليزية11

Theme1
6 The English word "byte" was invented by computer 

specialists in 1959. The word "tomato" was borrowed from 
Nahuatl, an American Indian language spoken in Mexico. 
People learn English as well as languages by listening, 
copying what they hear, and using the language.  

The word ’tomato’ was copied from India.   

Statement True False

7 Many countries are already using solar energy. Solar panels 
are placed on the roof of a house and the Sun's energy is 
used to heat water. In Sweden all buildings will be heated 
by solar energy and cars will use solar power instead of 
gas by the year 2020. 

People in Sweden are using the sun to heat 
their homes. 

Statement True False
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Grade 11

TThheemmee  OOnneeTThheemmee  OOnneeTThheemmee  OOnneeTThheemmee  OOnnee

     My name is Amir and I live with my small family in Muscat. 
Unfortunately, my father died in 2017 and I was still eighteen 
years. Then, I found myself responsible for my mother and ten-
year-old brother. After my father’s death our life became difficult 
as I was unemployed for about two and half years, but then finally 
five months ago I saw a job advertisement in one of the Facebook 
groups which I’m a member of. They were searching for a waiter 
to work in a famous restaurant in our city. I was so enthusiastic 
and applied for the job. 
         Two months later, and after successfully passing two interviews, 
finally I got the job of a waiter in that restaurant. The job is 
good, but I’m starting to get annoyed by some of the customers - 
especially big families. I mean those customer who bring young 
children with them to the restaurant! I don’t mind having to clean 
up after them – I understand that children sometimes make a 
mess. But why do parents allow their children to run around like 
crazy in a restaurant? It’s actually quite dangerous, and I get very 
nervous because I always have to carry trays full of food.
     Two weeks ago, a little boy crashed into me, and I dropped a 
bowl of soup on the floor. And guess what? His parents actually 
started complaining loudly and calling me ‘stupid’! I felt very sad 
that I burst into tears. Later, I told the owner of the restaurant, 
but he just said I should be patient. As for the other waiters, 
they just laughed! I felt very angry and started to lose patience. 
So I was seriously thinking of leaving the restaurant to look for 
another job.

Exercise  3  (Reading)

Read the text. Then, for each item, shade in the bubble     
       next to the correct option.
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     Yesterday I was shopping in a nearby mall when I met my 
old friend, Yasir. I was surprised to know that Yasir had become 
a food and catering manager in a big hotel. He told me that he 
started his career as a chef in a small restaurant and worked so 
hard for more than ten years to get this position. In fact, Yasir’s 
words had a very positive effect on me and I realized that I was a 
bit impatient. I was so proud of my friend who could persuade me 
to stay in my current job and advised me not to leave it if I would 
like to have a successful career. Finally, I decided to give myself a 
second chance and I promised my friend to follow his advice.  

Task One: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than Four WORDS). 

When was Amir born?
.........................................................................................................................

How many people are in Amir’s family?
.........................................................................................................................

How long has Amir been working as a waiter?
.........................................................................................................................

Who was responsible for dropping the soup in the restaurant?
.........................................................................................................................

Where does Yasir work now?
.........................................................................................................................

What advice did Yasir give to Amir?
.........................................................................................................................

2

4

5

6

1

3
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Grade 11
Task Two: For each item, shade in the bubble       next to 
the correct option. 

Two years ago, Amir had ....................... job.

         a good  

         an annoying    

         no

Amir read about the job ........................ 

         on TV   

         in the newspaper  

         on the web

He is annoyed when children ....................... in the restaurant.

         speak to him rudely  

         run around     

         make a mess                   

At the end, Amir decided to ........................

         leave his job  

         find another job  

         stay in the restaurant

8

10

7

9
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Nasir is the ....................... student in class.
         good                   better                  best                      better than
Football is ....................... than tennis.
        popular             more popular        most popular       as popular
Nora is as beautiful ....................... her mother.
         the                      than                     as                          that
Muscat is ....................... than Rustaq.
         hot                      hotter                  hottest                the hottest
Foxes are ....................... dangerous than lions.
         little                   less                       least                     the least
Learning English is easier ....................... learning Spanish. 
         as                        than                     the                        more 
Omar is as ....................... as his father.
         tall                      taller                    tallest                  the tallest
Diamond is ....................... expensive than gold.
         much                 more                    most                     the most
My grades in English exams are ....................... than Ali’s.
         bad                     worse                  worst                   the worst
Salalah is the ....................... attractive city in Oman.
         much                 many                    more                    most

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

Exercise  4  (GRM)

1

Choose the correct answers.

Unit 2
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Grade 11
Exercise  5   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 a an than the

2 applicant champion event tower
3 makes make made making
4 where which who why
5 to become become becomes became
6 a any some many
7 compares constructs introduces participates
8 ambitions awards symbols venues
9 is has did were
10 achieve break cost host

     Yolanda is one of ........(1)........ most famous women wrestlers in 
Bolivia. Her father was also a wrestling ........(2)........ so it’s a family 
tradition. During the day she ........(3)........ clothes. She also has two 
daughters ........(4)........ both look like her. Would they like ........(5)........ 
wrestlers one day? Yolanda doesn’t think so. ‘My daughters ask 
me why I do this. It’s dangerous and they complain that wrestling 
doesn’t bring ........(6)........ money into the house.’ But Yolanda loves 
wrestling because of her fans, and she has lots of them! She usually 
........(7)........ in most of the local wrestling competitions. She has 
won many ........(8)........  and she thinks that if it ........(9)........  not for 
her family’s support, she would never ........(10)........ any success. 
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Theme1
Unit 3

Exercise  6   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     Ice hockey is the national winter sport of Canada. In addition, 

it is very popular in Europe and millions of people ........(1)........ 

this sport. Ice hockey is a team sport played on ice, usually in a 

rink, in which two teams of skaters who ........(2)........ sticks in their 

hands and wear helmets to ........(3)........ their heads. The skaters 

use their sticks to ........(4)........ a hard rubber puck (ball) into their 

opponent's net to ........(5)........ goals. The sport is played in teams 

of six players: one goalkeeper, and five players who skate the span 

of the ice trying to control the puck against the opposing team.

   protect           respect           admire          gallop          hit          score         motivate        hold    

1

2
3
4
5
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fabulous – stadium – memorable – ring – shine – American                               
sprinter – education  – marathon – respect – court – motivate    

Exercise  7  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

Basketball is played in a ....................... .

Omani schools provide good ....................... for their students.

Ahmed is very fast at running. He can be a good ....................... .

We had a ....................... holiday in Europe.

He lives in America and has ....................... nationality.

If you polish your car, it will ....................... as if it is new.

He is trained to run long distances. He’s a ....................... runner. 

Our football coach has worked hard to ....................... the team to 

win the match.  

The day of my graduation was a ....................... day, which I’ll 

never forget.

All the family went to the ....................... to watch the final match.

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1
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Exercise  8  (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 hit hosted kicked produced 
2 compete contact compare respect
3 is are was were
4 caches floors  venues visits
5 at for in on
6 to win win winning won
7 court circuit ring rink
8 although because due to since
9 as but so whatever
10 courses events marathons podiums 

     In  January 2021, Egypt ........(1)........ the IHF World Men's Handball 
Championship. Thirty-two countries came to ........(2)........ for the 
title of world champions at the 27th World Handball Cup. The 
32 teams ........(3)........ divided into eight groups of four teams. The 
matches were played in four ........(4)........ in Alexandria, Cairo, Giza 
and the New Capital. The opening match was ........(5)........ January 
13 between Egypt and Chile and it was ........(6)........ by Egypt 29-35. 
Unfortunately, the fans were not present on the ........(7)......... All the 
championship was played without a crowd ........(8)........ coronavirus 
precautions, ........(9)........ it was one of the most successful sports 
........(10)........ in 2021.  
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[7 marks]Exercise  9  (Listening)

You are going to hear a conversation at the Fit Gym between a 
receptionist and Sally.  Listen, and shade in the bubble       next 
to the correct option.

Sally wants to ..................... the gym. 

        pay more for                 

        know more about           

        read more about

Fit Gym is considered the ..................... gym in the city.

        best                            cheapest                  most expensive

Anyone can sign up for the Fit Gym for ..................... . 

        free                                   a charge                   little money 

The gym closes at ..................... . 

        2 a.m                                5 a.m                         12 a.m 

Sally has a problem with her ..................... .

        doctor                              weight                      neighbour

The gym provides the members with professional ..................... .  

        designers                       advisors                    trainers

The gym offers a free sample ..................... .

        membership                  visit                           nutrition

2

5

3

6

7

1

4

Unit 4
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[7 marks]

COVID-19 is  ..................... than bird flu. 

         bad                     so bad                  worse                  worst 

You ..................... call me today, did you?      

         do                       don’t                     did                       didn’t

How ..................... does a football game last?   – 90 minutes.   

         much                 many                    far                        long

The blue whale is ..................... heaviest animal on earth.

         the                      than                     a                             most

Your father’s looking tired these days, ..................... he?

         is                         isn’t                      has                        hasn’t

2

3

4

5

Exercise  10  (GRM)

1

For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the correct option.
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Exercise  11   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 ambitious ugly amazing embarrassing 

2 bottom setback pitch summit
3 lazy tough smooth positive
4 accidents expeditions earthquakes expressions
5 don’t didn’t  won’t never
6 have would have having had
7 high higher highest height  
8 altitude weight architect deadline
9 quiet fresh natural uncomfortable

10 what which when who

     Climbing mountains is a risky sport although it’s ........(1)........ for 
climbers who feel incredible when they climb up and reach the ........

(2)........ . But climbing down is a very ........(3)........ job in which most 
dangerous ........(4)........ happen as people are tired and it gets dark. I 
had very serious moments. However, I ........(5)........ feared for my life. 
Last summer I ........(6)........ a very bad experience when I climbed 
up and down Norway’s ........(7)........ mountain, Galdhopiggen which 
reaches an ........(8)........ of 2,469 m. My boots were so ........(9)........ 
and my feet had many blisters ........(10)........ became infected, so my 
guide cut them out with a knife. That was very painful.        

Unit 5
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elevator –  suffer  – challenge –  concerned –  view –  rescue
compete –  venue  –  rink  –  skyscraper  –  route –  achieve

Exercise  12  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

Burj Khalifa is the tallest ....................... in the world.

I’m very ....................... about my father’s health.

We can take the ....................... to reach the fifth floor.

If he gets a good job, He will ....................... his goals by the end 

of the year.

Ice-hockey is played in a ....................... . 

The ....................... from the top of the mountain is fantastic.

The hotel is often used as a conference ....................... .

Climbing the top of the mountain will be a ....................... for us.

Next year our national team will ....................... to win the gold medal.

Many smokers ....................... from heart diseases.

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1
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[10 marks]Exercise  13  (Writing)

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.
Situation: Imagine that you are Salah/Salha. Your British 
friend John/Jenny is interested in mountain climbing. He 
plans to visit Oman next month.
Task: Write an e-mail to your friend telling him/her about 
the best places to go to enjoy a wonderful holiday in Oman.                                             
Your writing should be clear and friendly. 
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[10 marks]

Answers
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AnswersAnswers

Exercise  1  (Vocab)

Exercise  2   (Read)

Exercise  4  (GRM)

Exercise  5  (GRM)

Exercise  3   (Read)

Theme One 1
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Exercise  6  (VOC)

Exercise  10  (GRM)

Exercise  9  (Listening)  

Exercise  7  (Vocab)

Exercise  8  (GRM/VOC)
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AnswersAnswers

Exercise  11  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  12  (Vocab)  

Exercise  13  (Writing)  
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Course Book & 
Work Book 

Activities - G11B 
إجـابـات أسئلة الكـتـاب 

)Theme 1( المـدرسي
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 1:   a-4            b-1             c-2                d-3

Act. 1:   1- (c) 50 metres                  2- (b) Japan           
               3- (a) four                              4- (a) 40 minutes               
               5- (a) golf                               6- (c) China
               7- (c) The union of the five continents – America,
                    Africa, Australia, Europe, Asia.
               8- (b) Faster, higher, stronger.

Act. 2:    a- Paragraph 1                      b- Paragraph 2
                 c- Paragraph 2                      d- Paragraph 3
                 e- Not mentioned.                f- Paragraph 4 

Act. 3:    a- Four hours.
                 b- The National Stadium (nicknamed the
                      ‘Bird’s Nest’ and the National Swimming
                      Centre (nicknamed the ‘Water Cube’).
                 c- Panama (for athletics).
                 d- The Olympic flag.

Theme 1:The Brightest and Best 1

CB pages: 2-3

WB pages: 2-3

Unit 1
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Act. 2:   d- How a Host City is Chosen.

Act. 3:    a- It is not only prestigious, but also excellent for 
tourism and business.
              b- The International Olympic Committee (IOC).
              c- ‘Applicant Cities’ are all cities wishing to apply to
                   host the Games. ‘Candidate cities’ are selected by
                   the IOC from the Applicant Cities.
              d- Because a city needs a long time to prepare.
              e-  1- fever              2- contest               3- take place        
                   4- selects           5- deadline

Unit 2

Act. 1:   1-  a- Burj Khalifa             b- Abraj Al Bait Towers         
                      c- Taipei 101
                2-  For cities, see background information above.
                3- Some buildings they could name are:
                  - the Burj Al Arab in Dubai, which is shaped like a
                    sailing ship.
                  - the Sydney Opera House in Australia.
                  - the Eiffel Tower in Paris.

Grammar Recall, CB5:   1- a                2- d                 3- b      
                                                4- f                 5- c                  6- e                  

CB pages: 4-5
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AnswersAnswers
Act. 3:    1- Incorrect sentence
                     Corrected sentence:  His hair is longer than his
                     sister’s.
               2- Correct sentence
               3- Incorrect sentence
                    Corrected sentence: The cheetah is the fastest
                     land animal.
               4- Correct sentence
               5- Correct sentence
               6- Incorrect sentence
                    Corrected sentence: This lesson is the longest in
                    the timetable.
               7- Incorrect sentence
                    Corrected sentence: Chinese is more difficult to
                     learn than Arabic.

Act. 3: Some examples of possible sentences are:
             - The Abraj Al Bait Towers are taller than the SWFC.
             - Taipei 101 is older than Burj Khalifa.
             - The SWFC wasn’t as expensive as Burj Khalifa.
             - The SWFC has the same number of floors as Taipei 101.

Act. 4:  1- more      2- than        3- most      4- the       5- tallest       
               6- as           7- as             8- as            9- most

WB pages: 4-5
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Answers Grammar Practice Activities, WB64 :

adjective comparative superlative opposite

2-   a- No, he isn’t. He’s shorter.
       b- No, it wasn’t. It was cheaper.
       c- No, it wasn’t. It was the worst.
       d- No, it isn’t. It was the most interesting.
       e- No, it isn’t. It’s the most difficult.
       f-  No, she isn’t. She’s fatter.

3-  a- This food is the most delicious I’ve ever tasted.
      b- He’s the most important person in the room.
      c- Are you as tall as your brother?
      d- It’s not as cold in Oman as in the UK.
      e- Everything in this shop is cheaper than in the other one.
      f- Don’t worry! It’s not as far as you think.

1-
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 3:   a- prestigious           b- glamorous          c- circuit            
               d- concerned             e- champion            f- dressage            
               g- represent               h- promote

Act. 1:   a- running (sprinting)          b- cycling 
               c- horse riding                         d- football                        
               e- cricket                                    f- skiing or ski jumping
               g- rugby                                      h- ice skating  
               I- fencing

Act. 4:   Football:           score (v)   kick (v)     ball             goal
               Motor racing:  engine       track          mechanic
               Horse riding:  gallop (v)  reins           saddle
               Volleyball:        net             score (v)    hit (v)        ball

CB pages: 6-7

WB pages: 6-7

Unit 3
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Countries Country Adjective/Nationality

Act. 2:

Act. 3:   2- Greece                 3- Emirati                     4- China       
                5- Australian          6- Norway 

Act. 4:   1- longest      2- most exciting      3- most dangerous      
               4- fastest        5- better            6- slowest         7- most    

Act. 5:   1- b        2- e        3- a          4-d           5- e           6- f      
                7- g        8- e        9- h         10- e        11- b        12- g
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 1:   1- c                   2- c                     3- a                     4- b       
                5- a                  6- b                     7- b                     8- c

Act. 2:   The subject = Lists
                a- runners.      It should be ‘animals’.
                b- stories.        It should be ‘movies.’
                c- ten.               It should be ‘five’.
                d- hundred.    It should be ‘ten’.
                e- spiders.      It should be ‘diseases’.

Act. 3:   1- isn’t she?                                      2- aren’t you?       
                3- didn’t they?                                 4- mustn’t they?
                5- won’t you?                                   6- could I?        
                7- did you?                                        8- aren’t you?       
                9- aren’t they?                                10- don’t we? 

Act. 4: Positive statements are followed by negative 
             question tags.
             Negative statements are followed by positive 
             question tags. 

Act. 2:   1- c                  2- b                     3- a                      4- b       
                5- c                  6- b                     7- c                      8- a

CB pages: 8-9

WB pages: 8-9

Unit 4
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Act. 2:  Conjunctions:
               and – line 5 / However – line 9  / because – line 10 /
               But – line 14 / Moreover – line 15 / Then – line 16 /
               and – line 18 / so – line 19 / and – line 20 /
               Meanwhile – line 21  / After – line 22  / and – line 23  

Act. 1:  Verbs in the past simple:
               hit  / felt  / saw  / was  / twisted  / rushed  / was / 
              couldn’t  / filled  / were  / thought  / felt  / thought /
              1-  He fell down a cliff on the mountain.
              2-  (d)  frightened  ( Paragraph 4: “ Hot tears filled
                     my………” )

Act. 1:  Direct Quotes:
              “What happened? Are you OK?”
              “I fell. I think I’ve broken my leg.”
              “What’s Simon thinking? Is he going to leave me
                here to die?”
              “Everything’s changed between me and Simon.
              “We’re not a team any more. I’m on my own now.”

Act. 3:  a- The role of the Sherpas is to carry equipment, fix
                    the route and help climbers.
               b- There are a lot of challenges such as altitude sickness.

Act. 4: Time order words and phrases heard in Khalid’s talk:
              just then –  after a time  –  meanwhile –  at last – 
              while – eventually    

CB pages: 10-11

WB pages: 10-11

Unit 5
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Sources of 
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Exercise  1   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was a great ........(1)........ and role 
model to not only Muslims but non-Muslim as well. He inspired 
many great and famous non-Muslim scholars, ........(2)........, and 
politicians in their work and life. They all agreed upon the 
greatness of Mohammed (PBUH) as a Prophet or even as an 
........(3)......... He exemplified the best manners and characters, to 
the extent that even his enemies had to admit his truthfulness. 
They say that Mohammed (PBUH) was a real ........(4)........ who 
could unified people of different races, beliefs and colours just 
by his good words and amazing deeds. We should take great 
........(5)........ in our Prophet, Mohammed (PBUH).  

     pride          individual           tales          writers          crew          genius          novel        inspiration         

1

2
3
4
5

Unit 1
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Exercise  2   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     The Egyptian Opera House was opened in 1869 in Cairo. The 

Khedive Ismail built it to celebrate the opening of the Suez Canal. 

The Italian ........(1)........ Pietro Avoscani designed the building. It 

had a seating ........(2)........ of 850 people. Rigoletto was the first 

opera ........(3)........ at the Opera House on 1 November 1869. It was 

composed by the famous Italian ........(4)........,Verdi. However, Verdi’s 

most renowned opera, Aida, was first performed there on 24 

December 1871. Unfortunately, A ........(5)........ later, on 28 October 

1971, the opera house burned to the ground. But, in October 1988, 

a new Egyptian Opera House was opened in Cairo.  

composer                palace               architect              century              cast              performance             actor            capacity    

1

2
3
4
5
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Exercise  3   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 brave fictional renowned dull

2 open opened opening opens
3 is has was had
4 capacity cast culture curtain
5 architects artists athletes   sprinters
6 dome stadium stage store
7 cave court rescue venue
8 elevators events  races views
9 hosts acts  lasts respects

10 include             includes including  included

     The Royal Albert Hall is a concert hall in London. One of the 
most ........(1)........ and distinctive buildings in UK. The hall was ........

(2)........ by Queen Victoria in 1871. She founded it in memory of 
her husband, Prince Albert, who ........(3)........ died ten years earlier. 
It has a seating ........(4)........ of 5,272 people. The world's leading 
........(5)........ from many performance genres have appeared on its 
........(6)........ . It is the ........(7)........ for all important concerts and ........

(8)........ in Britain. It ........(9)........ more than 390 shows in the main 
auditorium annually, ........(10)........ classical and pop concerts, 
ballet, opera, awards ceremonies, and charity performances.      
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     The ancient Greeks first had the idea of getting men together 
every four years to hold and witness sporting events. The idea 
was to have the best athletes from all over Greece gather in one 
field and compete every four years. The athletes came together 
in the town of Olympia for a few days to compete in a few 
events, mostly related to warfare (throwing the javelin, running, 
wrestling, boxing and chariot racing).
     The first written reference to the Games is 776 BC. However, 
they lasted only until 393 AD. It took 1503 years for the Olympics 
to return. The first modern Olympics were held in 1896. Since 
then, they have been held every four years in different cities 
around the world.
     The Olympic Games have many important symbols that most 
people recognize. The five rings that appear on the Olympic flag 
(coloured yellow, green, blue, black and red) were introduced in 
1914. They represent the five continents of Africa, the Americas, 
Australia, Asia and Europe. The Olympic torch, a major part of 
the ancient Games, was brought back in 1928 and is carried with 
great fanfare and publicity to the host city, Amsterdam, where it 
is kept burning until the close of the Games. The torch symbolises 
purity and the struggle for victory.

Exercise  4  (Reading)

Read the text. Then complete the tasks.
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     Those who came in second or third got nothing. Interestingly, 

when the Games started again in 1896, silver medals were given 

to the first place winners. Later in 1904 in the St. Louis Games, 

gold was the top prize. Now, of course we have gold for first place, 

silver for second and bronze for third. 

     Although the ancient Games had only a few events, foot racing 

was in every game and each race had a variety of lengths - the 

longest being the marathon named after the Greek city and 

famous battle. The pentathlon had five events (running, jumping, 

wrestling, discus throwing and javelin throwing) which were all 

scored together. Boxing was one of the oldest events in the Games. 

     Today, of course, the Games are more exciting because there 

are many more events and variety of competitions. Athletes 

compete or play against each other in hopes of winning. 

Throughout the Games, the players are supposed to play with 

a spirit of sportsmanship. This means that they are to play with 

honour, seeking only to do their very best in their sport, and not 

specifically to defeat the other players.
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Task One: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than Four WORDS). 

Who created the Olympic Games?        

.........................................................................................................................

What did the w inner receive in the ancient Games?         

.........................................................................................................................

Where were the 1928 Olympic Games held?       

.........................................................................................................................

When were gold medals first introduced in the Games?

.........................................................................................................................

2

6

4

8

1

5

3

7

Task two: For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

The coloured rings on the Olympic flag represent five .....................

         sports                     medals        continents 

.................... was not an original sport in the Olympic Games.

         Javelin         Running        Skating

According to the spirit of the Games, sportsmen should play 

with .....................

         strength                          honour        carelessness                  

The ancient Games had .................... sports events than the 

modern Games.

         fewer                          more        better                  
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He ....................... hasn’t got any job.

         yet                      still                       ever                      already

Have you ever ....................... a truck?

         drive                  drove                   driven                  driving  

We ....................... Thailand five years ago.

         visit                    

         have visited    

         had visited    

         visited

 ....................... do feel about you skydiving?     “- Fantastic!”

         Who                   Where                 How                      Which

I haven’t seen Ahmed ....................... last year. 

         since                   for                        just                       so far

2

3

4

5

Exercise  5  (GRM)

1

For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

Unit 2
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Sami was really .................... about the film.
        excite                               excited                     exciting
The engine of my car has an .................... sound.
        annoy                              annoyed                   annoying
Ahmed was .................... to see his father at school.
        surprise                          surprised                 surprising
The film we watched had a lot of .....................
        amusement                   amused                     amusing
I don’t understand this question. It’s very ..................... 
        confuse                           confused                  confusing
The boy was .................... to see his father dead.
        shocked                          shocking                  shock
Our trip to the mountain was full of ..................... 
        excite                               excited                     excitement
Fatima is .................... of dogs.
        frightening                     frightened               frighten
He felt .................... when he lost his job. 
        disappointed                 disappointing        disappointment
My son has no .................... in football.
        interest                           interested                interesting

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

Exercise  6  (GRM)

1

Choose the correct answers.

Unit 3
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Exercise  7   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 live lives living  lived

2 is has was were
3 concert genius novel violin
4 composed designed financed encouraged  
5 a than the that
6 architects crews champions musicians
7 awarded acted  hit scored
8 at by out with 
9 dies died has died was dying

10 at in on of

     Andre Ryder was a famous Greek-Egyptian composer who 
........(1)........ and worked in Egypt. Andre Ryder ........(2)........  born 
to a Greek family in Alexandria in1908. Ryder was a musical 
........(3)......... He worked in Egypt as a film composer. He ........

(4)........ music for 61 Egyptian films and 6 Greek films. He was 
celebrated as ........(5)........ best composer in the history of the 
Egyptian cinema. Most of the Arab ........(6)........ were inspired by 
his music. Ryder was ........(7)........ the Order of the Republic ........

(8)........ President Gamal Abdel Nasser in 1961. He was granted 
Egyptian citizenship in 1970. Andre Ryder........(9)........ in a plane 
crash in Buenos Aires, Argentina, during one of his tours ........

(10)........ 5 March 1971.
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ancient – encounter – exhausted – formal – present – architect     
traditional– prodigy – stunning – event  – confused – cyclone    

Exercise  8  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

The opening of The Royal Opera House in Muscat was a great ........................

The violinist played a ....................... piece of music.

I’ll make a ....................... complaint to the manager about the 

mistakes in my bills.

I feel so ....................... as I didn’t sleep well last night.

The ....................... showed us some designs for our new house.   

Some Omani craftsmen are still using ....................... tools in 

making ships.

I’m sure you will ....................... many difficulties and challenges 

in your new job.

Mother gave me a nice ....................... on my last birthday.

Students were ....................... about the first two questions in the exam.

Maradona was a football __________. He played in the world 

cup at the age of.

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1
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Theme2
You’re going to hear a reviewer talking about two films.    
Part One: Listen and for each item, write a short answer (not 
more than FOUR WORDS).

Why wasn’t the reviewer disappointed to see the film?

     Because ........................................................................................................

What did he see at the beginning of the film?

............................................................................................................................... 

Where was the original film set?

...............................................................................................................................

How does he think about the film?

     It’s ..................................................................................................................

2

6

4

8

1

5

3

7

Task two: For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

Twilight Mirror is based on a/an .....................

         true story       another film      book

The reviewer didn’t like .................... of the film.

          fans                   posters        actors

He really liked the .................... in the film 

          pace                    music         computer

The film made the reviewer remember his .................... .

         fans                    friends        childhood 

Exercise  9  (Listen)

Unit 4
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Grade 11
Exercise 10  (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     The term ‘couch potato’ is a little ........(1)........and this is no 

surprise because it means “a person who watches a lot of 

television and does not have an ........(2)........life.” Over-eating 

during these difficult days of lockdown is an ........(3)........  

approach. Being at home all day makes a person feel ........ (4)........  

and turn towards the refrigerator and the kitchen too often. 

With no ........ (5)........ activity and too many chances to snack and 

eat while sitting on your couch can have dangerous effects on 

our body, weight and overall health.   

active     brave                    physical                   bored                   cheap                   unhealthy                  ancient                 negative         

1

2
3
4
5
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Theme2
Exercise  11   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

1 teens tiles centuries  jewels
2 they them their theirs
3 many much more most
4 ancient historic  social folk
5 league lack lot leisure
6 habit event height debate  
7 to of in by
8 hobbies senses series treasures 
9 Although If So Unless
10 have could need should

       A  recent  media research found that ........(1)........ and tweens 

spend the majority of ........(2)........ time watching TV and videos, 

with YouTube and Netflix. After TV, the ........(3)........ popular 

electronic activities are gaming and ........(4)........ media. Little 

TV watching is not harmful, but too much TV and ........(5)........ of 

exercise can really harm. You can break this bad ........(6)........ and 

reduce the amount of TV you watch ........(7)........ finding other 

activities and ........(8)........ to engage in. ........(9)........ you simply want 

to lead a healthy life, you ........(10)........ limit your TV watching.
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stage –  rule – voyage –  performance –  hobby – drown  
obesity –  survive – author  –  detective  – leisure – review

Exercise  12  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

I read an excellent ................... about the film we watched yesterday.  

I travelled from Suez to Marseille by ship. It was a fantastic ....................

Eating too much junk food and watching TV for long hours 

lead to ....................

When the singer appeared on the ..................., the audience 

clapped and cheered.

I’m interested in ................... drama. It’s so exciting.

Reading is my favourite ....................

Who is the ................... of this book?

She likes to spend her ................... time in shopping with friends.

This evening we’re going to watch a musical ................... in the opera.

If he falls in the river, he will ................... because he can’t swim.

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1

Unit 5
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Theme2
I’m not sure .................... his ideas.
       at                         about                   in                          with
She is .................... of spiders.
       fright                  frighten               frightened         frightening
He used .................... horses when he was young. 
       to ride                ride                      rode                     riding
Ahmed .................... in 1995.
       is born               was born            has been born        had born
Malak hasn’t visited Egypt .................... 25 August.
       ago                      for                        on                         since
....................do you think about eating out?  – Not healthy. 
       What                  Where                 Which                  Who
I .................... haven’t left my home.
       already               just                      still                        yet
Nora was .................... at her exam result.  
        disappoint          disappointed        disappointing        disappointment
She .................... married 5 years ago.
       gets                     got                        has got                was getting
Although organic food is healthy, it’s .................... expensive than 
ordinary food.
       many                  much                    more                   most 

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

Exercise  13  (GRM)

1

Choose the correct answers.
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Exercise  14   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

1 adjective audience adventure acting
2 is was has had
3 author athlete architect actor
4 many much more most
5 away back  place out
6 which who why where
7 still since at for  
8 treasure humour  desire         debate 
9 record replica review revenge
10 inspired memorable responsible concerned

     The Count of Monte Cristo is an ........(1)........ story. It ........(2)........ 

written by the French ........(3)........  Alexandre Dumas in 1844. It is 

one of the ........(4)........  popular works of Dumas. The story takes 

........(5)........ in France, Italy, and some islands from 1815 to 1840. 

It is about a young sailor ........(6)........ is wrongfully imprisoned 

without trial ........(7)........ a long time, escapes from jail, finds a 

........(8)........ and becomes very rich. He purchases the island of 

Monte Cristo and the title of Count. Finally, he takes ........(9)........ 

on the people who are ........(10)........  for his imprisonment.   
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Theme2
[10 marks]Exercise  15  (Writing)

Write at least 100 words on the following topic:
  “A famous sports star you admire”

Your writing should be clear and friendly. 
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AnswersAnswers

Answers
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     A recent media research found that ........(1)........ and tweens spend 

the majority of ........(2)........ time watching TV and videos, with 

YouTube and Netflix. After TV, the ........(3)........ popular electronic 

activities are gaming and ........(4)........ media. Little TV watching 

is not harmful, but too much TV and ........(5)........ of exercise can 

really harm. You can break this bad ........(6)........ and reduce the 

amount of TV you watch ........(7)........ finding other activities and 

........(8)........ to engage in. ........(9)........ you simply want to lead a 

healthy life, you ........(10)........ limit your TV watching.

Exercise  1  (Vocab)

Exercise  2  (Vocab)

Exercise  5   (GRM)

Exercise  4  (Reading)

Exercise  3  (GRM/VOC)

Theme Two 2
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AnswersAnswers
Exercise  6  (GRM)

Exercise  7  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  8  (Vocab)

Exercise 10 (Vocab)

Exercise  9  (Listen)
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Exercise  12  (Vocab)

Exercise  13   (GRM)

Exercise  14  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  15  (Writing)

Exercise  11  (GRM/VOC)
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AnswersAnswers

Course Book & 
Work Book 

Activities - G11B 
إجـابـات أسئلة الكـتـاب 

)Theme 2( المـدرسي
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Act. 2:  a- Italian        
               b- 850 for operas; about 1,050 for concerts
               c- China                      
               d- a wide staircase, lanterns, pagodas, statues of
                    lions, a gold throne
               e- to show the libretto of the opera in three different
                    languages – Arabic, English and the original language

Act. 1:  A- 3 (Opera House, Sydney)      
               Key information: It has a very unusual design . . .
               represents a ship at full sail.
               B- 4 (Royal Festival Hall, London)
               Key information: It is situated on the South Bank of
               the River Thames.
               C- 1 (Amazon Theatre, Manaus)
               Key information: It has a huge dome . . .
               D- 2 ( Carnegie Hall, New York)
               Key information: . . . a 60 floor office tower block
               was built next to it.

Act. 3:  Royal Opera House:  b, d, f, h, j
               Performance:   a, c, e, g, i 

Theme 2:  Sources of Inspiration 2

CB pages: 18-19

WB pages: 16-17

Unit 1
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 2:  1- dome                         2- tiles                       3- financed  
              4- philanthropist         5- renowned           6- architect         
              7- events                        8- renovation

Act. 2:  1-  a-  F. There are opera houses in Cairo and Damascus.
                     b-  F. It will host a variety of international mus
                         cal performances from all over the world.
               2- a- 7     b- 4    c-5    d- 3   e- 1   f- 6   g- 2     
               3- d  (A performance in the afternoon) 

Act. 2:  Vanessa Mae plays the ‘crossover’ style of music
               which combines classical music with rock and pop.  

1- d                         2- b                          3- c                              4- a

Act. 3:  1- Where was Vanessa Mae born?
               2- How long has she been playing the violin?
               3- When did she make her musical debut?
               4- How many copies of her CD did she sell?

Act. 4:   1- Tickets for the Coldplay concert.
                2- About three months.
                3- Two years ago.
                4- For two hours – since seven o’clock.

CB pages: 20-21

Grammar Recall, CB 21:

Unit 2
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Act. 5:  1- for                2- visited . . . . ago              3- since
               4- for                5- went                                 6- since

Act. 1:  1- rap                  2- pop            3- reggae            
              4- folk                  5- jazz            6- country and western     
              7- classical         8- rock                

1   1-  was born       2-  has lived       3-  went           4-  learned               
     5-  has won         6-  has been       7-  broke
2   a- bought                          
      b-  hasn’t (has not) eaten   
      c- haven’t (have not) heard
      d-  wrote              e-  Have . . . seen                f-  met
3   1- since       2- for        3- ago         4- for      
      5- since       6- for        7- ago

Act. 4:  A period of time:  15 minutes /  four weeks     
                                                    six months  /  three years
              A specific time   :  midnight     /   9 o’clock  
                                                   2011          /    Tuesday

WB pages: 18-19

Answers Grammar Practice Activities, WB65 :

Act. 1:  1- c               2- a              3- b              4- c

CB pages: 22-23

Unit 3
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AnswersAnswers
Act. 2:  Jewel is unique because:
              - she was built using only traditional tools and 
                materials, with no nails or screws.
              - she had no engine and was navigated without the
                aid of modern technology. 

Act. 3:  a- 4        b- 1       c- 3        d- 5        e- 2     

Act. 4:  a- maritime     b- replica       c- navigate       d- formal  

Act. 5:  a- interested            b- exciting            c- confused      
               d- boring                   e- tiring                        

WB pages: 20-21

Possible danger Place encountered

Act. 1:

Act. 2:  Nationalities mentioned:
              Omani – British – American – Australian – Sri Lankan – 
               Malaysian – Singaporean –Indian – Italian
              Countries:
              Oman - Britain - America  - Australia - Sri Lanka – 
              Malaysia – Singapore – India – Italy  - France – 
              Russia – China 
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Act. 3: 1- frustrating            2- inspiring            3- frightening  
             4- exhausting             5- surprising

Act. 4:  1- frightened         2- annoyed           3- irritating               
              4- confusing           5- excited              6- exhausted        
              7- confused            8- interesting

Act. 1:  Answer: C                                                                                                                 

Act. 2:   1- j             2- e             3- f                 4- l                   5- i                
               6- a             7- g             8- h                9- c   
                Activities not mentioned: dancing; painting; swimming.                                                                                        

Act. 3:  a- 7              b- 6            c- 3                 d- 1                 e- 5      
               f- 2               g- 4            h- 8 

CB pages: 24-25

Unit 4

Act. 4:  a- False. Tom says, “I don’t think we have too much
                    reality TV.”
               b-  True
               c-  False.  Julie says, “But in my opinion, American
                    TV programmes are the best in the world.”  

Act. 3:  2- not sure    3- agree            4- think    5- you’re right   
              6- disagree    7- absolutely    8- For me
Extra phrases: don’t think so, that’s not right.

WB pages: 22-23
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 2: Yes, the writer of the review enjoyed Moby Dick. We    
              know this because of the first sentence. “Moby Dick
              is one of the world’s great adventure stories.”
              But it is mainly in the last paragraph, where the
              writer expresses his own opinion of the story. He is
              very positive about the book:
             “Moby Dick is a very exciting and powerful story. It
               is also very interesting …” 

Act. 1: Paragraph a = 4                    Paragraph b = 2
             Paragraph c  = 3                    Paragraph d = 1

Act. 3: Title and author = Moby Dick by Herman Melville
              Type of book = adventure story
              Characters = Ishmael (story teller); Captain Ahab,
              Moby Dick
              Events in the story = the hunt for Moby Dick. The
              eventual finding of Moby Dick, and the attack on
              him. Sinking of the Pequod.
             The writer’s opinion of the book = he liked it because
              it is a very exciting and powerful story which is also
             very interesting.

CB pages: 22-23

WB pages: 24-25

Unit 5
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Exercise  1   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

    Nowadays we are connecting less than ever. Most of our 
communication is through short ........(1)........ which don’t express 
our real feelings to others. Connection is a core ........(2)........ need. 
A real social relationship has the power to treat modern life 
........(3)........ that we face such as loneliness and isolation. When 
we’re connecting with others, we realise that we’re actually 
connecting with ourselves. According to Psychology Today, 
people who have very little ........(4)........ of social connection are 
more likely to suffer from depression and other disorders that 
can affect both body and ........(5).........

   challenges              sites                brain               tools               messages               drama              experience            human         

1

2
3
4
5

Unit 1
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Theme3
Exercise  2   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     When everyone else fails to understand you, it's only that best 

friend who comes to your rescue. Honestly, no one can ........ (1)........  

your strange ideas more than this friend. He always sticks around 

you to ........ (2)........  the help you need or defend you against 

criticism. In times of sorrow and weakness, his kind words and 

encouragement can ........ (3)........  your pains. That’s the reason you 

love and trust your best friend and ........ (4)........  him as the best 

thing that ever happened to you more than anyone else. Who else 

can ........ (5)........  with you and your problems?

alleviate                      deal                     flock                    view                    criticise                    offer                    store                   appreciate          

1

2
3
4
5
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Exercise  3   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 Despite However So Wherever
2 earache headache heartache toothache 
3 what who where why
4 intelligence loneliness laziness happiness
5 to build build building built
6 pains brains reins tools
7 secure sad sorry ill
8 many more most much
9 has have had having
10 challenges memories experiences sales

     Of course, no one is going to die because they don’t have 
friends. ........(1)........ , in many cases, it will cause ........(2)........ and 
disappointment. It’s enough to say that one of the reasons ........

(3)........ people go to doctors is because of the feeling of ........(4)......... 
They aren’t able ........(5)........ strong social relations and don’t have 
anyone to talk to, laugh with, and share good times with. People 
are social beings and their ........(6)........ need interaction with their 
peers in order to enjoy positive emotions and feel ........(7)......... 
People need to have access to daily social interaction, the ........

(8)........ basic ones at least. Talking with colleagues at work and 
........(9)........ conversations with neighbors or with the ........(10)........ 
clerk at the local shop.
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Theme3
Exercise  4   (Reading)

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False? For each item, shade in the bubble        under 
the correct option.

A day of wind as we begin the next leg of the voyage. Our 
next stop will be Penang Island in Malaysia. However, this 
part of the voyage will be very challenging and dangerous. 
The monsoon weather has already started.

 The writer is travelling on a ship. 

Statement True False

The most popular sports in Ireland include football, swimming, 
golf, soccer and cycling. Horse racing is also a favourite sport. 
Ireland has exported many famous racehorses and their 
trainers. Ireland is also a popular tourist destination.

One day Terry Fox ran home from school but he stopped 
suddenly and couldn’t run any further. He was taken to 
hospital where doctors told him he had cancer in his leg 
and they’d have to amputate it. They cut his leg off, and 
three weeks later Terry got an artificial leg.

Horse racing is the most favourite sport 
in Ireland.

 Terry lost his leg because of a disease.

Statement

Statement

True

True

False

False

1

2

3
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Major Kit is a science fiction story. It was written by Jack 
Butler, an unknown British writer who lives in Australia. It 
is about an artificial intelligent machine called Conto which 
manages to control the world, but no one can control it.  

Major Kit is an artificial intelligent machine.

Statements True False

The panda is found in the mountainous forests of south-western 
China, where bamboo, its main food, grows. Unfortunately, it is 
an endangered species with only about 1,600 giant pandas left 
in the wild. The Chinese government has established over 50 
reserves to protect the panda all over China. 

In 2014 Rubén Salgado began a project ‘Solar Portraits’ which 
has gained support and has been published by National 
Geographic Magazine, Time and Spiegel. Rubén’s works have 
been exhibited and sold at many photography festivals.  

I do not need friends because I socially interact with many 
people in my daily life. This makes me feel good, even to the 
point that I don’t need to make friends with anybody. I don’t 
like to make strong ties that will become true friendships.

The bamboo trees grow all over China.

Rubén Salgado is a professional photographer. 

The writer has many good friends in his life.  

Statements

Statements

Statements

True

True

True

False

False

False

4

5

6

7
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     Researchers think that the annual medical cost for lung cancer, 

heart disease, and other illnesses connected to smoking is between 

12 and 35 million pounds. And smoking costs society money in 

other ways. A recent research about smoking shows that between 

27 and 61 billion pounds are spent each year on sick days when 

people don't go to work, on wages that you don't get when you 

don't go to work, and on work lost at the company when you are 

sick. There are 1.1 billion smokers in the world today, according to 

a new study by the World Health Organization (WHO). The study 

states that the number of smokers is expected to rise by 500 

million smokers in 2025.  

     The damaging effects of smoking on our health are well known, 

and governments are controlling tobacco advertising to reduce the 

number of smokers. However, the number of teens and adults who 

smoke continue to grow at a higher rate in many countries. For 

example, 60% of Indonesian teenagers are regularly exposed to 

smoke at home, and about 35% of adult are smoking.  

     

Exercise  5  (Reading)

Read the text. For each item, shade in the bubble        next 
to the correct option.
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     Although Indonesia’s Health Ministry has carried out anti-

smoking campaigns to reduce smoking; the first in 2016 and 

the latest was launched two years later, the campaign messages 

are not persuasive enough. As a result, the number of smokers 

haven’t go down. Researchers argue that designing anti-

smoking campaign messages based on tried and tested health 

communication theories will make the messages more powerful.

     Indonesian experts think that there should be a variety of 

approaches to designing health messages. Aside from the fixed 

type of health campaigns the government currently uses, which 

highlight fear and sadness due to risks of smoking, several social 

influence approaches can be used to develop effective messages.
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6

8

5

7

Task two: For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

Researchers say that society loses money when people don’t ..................

          work                               smoke                       pay wages

According to the WHO study, the number of smokers is .....................

         decreasing                     increasing                fixed

The latest anti-smoking campaigns in Indonesia were ..................

         persuasive                      successful               unsuccessful

Experts suggest changing the .................. of health campaigns.

         approach                        government            tobacco      

Task One: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than Four WORDS). 

What are the main diseases smoking can cause? 

 ................................................................................................................................

Why are the governments controlling tobacco advertising?

    To .......................................................................................................................

How many smokers will be in 2025 worldwide?

 ...............................................................................................................(billion) 

When did Indonesia launch the last anti-smoking campaign?

.................................................................................................................................

2

4

1

3
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Have you ....................... got a visa to the UK?
         for                       ever                      never                   since
I’ve arrived home ....................... 5 o’clock.
         for                       already                since                    still
Omar has ....................... visited Cairo.
         ever                    never                   since                     yet
We’ve taught at Imam Nasir School ....................... 2011.
         at                         for                         just                      since
She’s stayed in the hotel ....................... a week.
         for                       already                ago                       since
Prophet Mohammed (PBUH) has ....................... told a lie.
         ever                    never                   still                        yet
The train has left ....................... .

         already              ago                        just                       yet
I’ve learned to ride a bike ....................... I was 10.
         already              for                         just                       since
She’s studied Spanish ....................... the last two months.
         at                         for                        ever                      since
I haven’t left Oman ....................... last July.
         for                       in                          since                     never

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

Exercise  6  (GRM)

1

Choose the correct answers.

Unit 2
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Have you seen the movie "Bowling for Columbine" ..................?
         for                      since          ever                  yet
The government .................. hasn't said anything about the oil leak.  
         already              just                      still                       yet
The lockdown has .................. ended. Would you like to hang out tonight.
         for        just                 ever                      since
Omar has .................. arrived home. He’s in bed now.
         already              never                   since                   yet
Has she .................. travelled abroad alone? 
         ever                 never                    still                     yet

2

3

4

5

Exercise  7  (GRM)

1

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct option.

This is Mona. Do you .................. her?
         lose                     remind                forget                  remember
Send me a message to .................. me of our date.
         forget                 remind                lose                      remember
My grandfather started to .................. his memory at the age of 85.
         remember        forget                  lose                       remind
The teacher is angry with Ali because he always .................. to do 
his homework.
         loses                   remembers        forgets                reminds
.................. to switch off the lights before going to bed.
         Remind              Remember         Forget                 Lose

2

3

4

5

Exercise  8  (Vocab)

1

Choose the correct answers.

Unit 3
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Exercise  9   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

     If you want to improve focus and concentration, enhance 

memory or protect your brain from .......(1)....... , herbal medicine 

has a lot to offer. Nootropics are natural .......(2)....... that improve 

memory, focus and learning. They also help to support mood, 

sleep and mental .......(3)........ One of this Nootropics is lemon 

balm, which has many ......(4)...... to the nervous system. It’s 

calming and increasing alertness. It helps to increase learning 

......(5)....... Lemon balm is cooling and uplifting to the mood and 

helps to protect the aging brain.  

   speed                    corpse                      herbs                    benefits                     damage                     scent                   health                 poems         

1

2
3
4
5
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Exercise  10   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 participate alleviate stimulate navigate
2 show shows showed shown
3 principles profiles patients participants
4 attitude author sailor statesman
5 remember remembers remembered remembering

6 mood movie moon mall
7 is are has have
8 represents reviews recommends records
9 special specialist speciality  specially
10 tire tired tiring tiredness 

     Scientists have found that music can .......(1)....... parts of the brain, 
and studies have .......(2)....... that music enhances the memory of 
Alzheimer’s .......(3)........ Therefore, it’s possible to use music to help 
your child retain information and improve learning. Chris Brewer, 
.......(4)....... of the new book Soundtracks for Learning, says sounds can 
help to .......(5)....... emotions and recall images. Using music during the 
day can put you in a good .......(6)....... ”, and suggests that various styles 
of music .......(7)....... appropriate for different types of activities. For 
instance, she .......(8)....... using popular music to motivate learning, .......

(9)....... songs that encourage positive thinking. And Classical music of 
Handel or Mozart can relax .......(10)....... bodies and helps focus and 
calm minds,” says Brewer.
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sprigs – intelligent – remind – scent – corpse – tool 
pleasure – attract – fulfill – disorder – bin – island    

Exercise  11  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

Please put the rubbish in the ........................

Frankincense has a pleasant ........................

Holidays are times for ....................... and fun.

Some animals are very ........................ They can understand people.

You should work hard to ....................... your aims and dreams.

The board is an important ....................... for the teacher.

The Pyramids in Egypt ....................... millions of tourists.

Drugs can cause serious brain ........................    

Masirah is an Omani ......................., which is located in the Arab Sea.

The police found the ....................... of the drowned man on the beach.  

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1
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[7 marks]Exercise  12  (Listening)

You are going to hear a conversation at a pharmacy between 
a pharmacist and a customer. Listen, and shade in the 
bubble        next to the correct option.

The man needs something  for his ......................

        head                                 throat                        stomach 

He is coughing and has ......................

        headache                fever                          stomachache

He’s been suffering from coughs for ..................... days.

        two                            three                         four

The lozenges are ..................... the syrup. 

        cheaper than     

        not as cheap as    

        more expensive than

He should take the lozenge ..................... every 4 to 6 hours.

        before meals                 with food                  after meals

The pharmacist can’t give him antibiotics because he ......................

        is allergic to antibiotics 

        doesn’t have enough money

        doesn’t have a prescription 

The man has to pay ..................... rials

        5.7                                    7.5                              7.75

2

5

3

6

7

1

4

Unit 4
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You ..................... always get enough sleep before driving a car.

         must                  mustn’t          have to                should

We ..................... pay for this extra service. It’s for free. 

         have to            don’t have to        must          mustn’t 

You ..................... to be so nervous. It’s not good for your health.

         shouldn’t   oughtn’t          mustn’t     needn’t

Students ..................... bring their ID cards to school every day. 

        don’t have to    mustn’t          shouldn’t     oughtn’t

You ..................... drive on the left side of the road in Oman. It’s 

forbidden.

        must        mustn’t          needn’t     shouldn’t

2

3

4

5

Exercise  13  (GRM)

1

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct option.
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participate –  taste – signature – volunteer –  disabled – pain   
movie –  improve  –  flock  –  curious  - confident  –  practical

Exercise  14  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

We need a ................. from each family to help us clean the street.

People who tell the truth always feel .................. when speaking.

He can .................. in the writing competition. He’s a good writer.

Last night I watched an action .................. on TV.                              

Doctor give sick people drugs to alleviate the ...................

Mr. Mohammed is a .................. person. He works more than he talks.

Fresh food has a good .................. .

He became .................. and can’t walk because of car accident.

Healthy food and regular exercise can .................. your health.  

Birds of feather ....................... together.

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1

Unit 5
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It’s 12 o’clock, and the kids  ..................... haven’t gone to their beds. 

         still                     just                       already                yet 

She first ..................... on TV about 5 years ago.      

         appears          

         appeared        

         was appearing    

         has appeared

He has never been to Canada, ..................... he?    

         must                  mustn’t                has                       hasn’t                

I ..................... wear glasses, I can see perfectly well.

         have to              ought to              needn’t                need to

..................... you got your driving license yet?

         Aren’t                Won’t                    Hadn’t                 Haven’t

2

3

4

5

Exercise  15  (GRM)

1

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct option.
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Exercise  16   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 has is have had
2 must need needn’t should   
3 foreign illiterate private  practical
4 application decoration  leadership membership
5 learn lend    criticise      taste
6 century community connection conference
7 admire book store protect
8 classical  formal physical virtual  
9 amaze amazed amazement amazing
10 at for in to

     Volunteering .......(1)....... become part of today’s health 
approaches. Since it helps reduce loneliness and improve 
health, we .......(2)....... to encourage volunteering. Volunteering 
has enormous benefits for any individual. It develops many 
social and .......(3)....... skills such as cooperation and .......(4)........ 
Also, it can help you find friends, .......(5)....... new skills, and 
become an active member in your .......(6)........ Volunteering 
can also help .......(7)....... your mental and .......(8)....... health. 
Volunteering is very important in today’s world since it helps 
you out in later life and also looks .......(9)....... on your CV when 
you apply .......(9)....... a job.
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[10 marks]Exercise  17  (Writing)

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.
Situation: Your cousin Samir/Samira has recently got 
married, but you couldn’t attend the wedding due to 
Covid-19.  
Task: Write an e-mail to your cousin congratulating and 
asking for news.  
Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks]

Answers
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AnswersAnswers

Exercise  1  (Vocab)

Exercise  2  (Vocab)

Theme Three 3

Exercise  3  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  4  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  5  (Reading)
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Exercise  10  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  11  (Vocab)

Exercise  6    (GRM)

Exercise  7  (GRM)

Exercise  8  (Vocab)

Exercise  9  (Vocab)
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AnswersAnswers
Exercise  12  (Listen)

Exercise  13  (GRM)

Exercise  15  (GRM)

Exercise  16  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  17  (Writing)

Exercise  14  (Vocab)
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Course Book & 
Work Book 

Activities - G11B 
إجـابـات أسئلة الكـتـاب 

)Theme 3( المـدرسي
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Act. 2:  a- There are four reasons, as follows:
                   1. Friends affirm our personal value.
                   2. Friends give us security.
                   3. Friends can make us feel that we are a better person.
                   4. Friends stimulate us by introducing us to new ideas.
               b- 1. By admiring our skill at playing sport.
                    2. By laughing at our jokes.
                    3. By making us feel that we are popular.
               c- By making us feel a little better, and helping to
                   alleviate the pain.
               d- Sharing good news with a friend increases our
                   own pleasure.

Act. 1: The writer agrees with the saying ‘Birds of a feather
              flock together.’ This is clear from the third and fourth
              paragraphs, in the sentences beginning:

Act. 3:  a- affirm              b- popular           c- weaknesses      
              d- stimulate        e- alleviate           f- heartache            
              g- increase          h- joy

Theme 3:  Connections 3

 CB page 34-35

WB pages 30-31 

Unit 1
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Act. 1:  1- a  (Paragraph 1)                2- b  (Paragraph 2)
               3- a  (Paragraph 2)                4- b  (Paragraph 3)

Act. 1: be - been / break - broken / drink - drunk / eat - eaten / 
              find - found / get - got /  go - gone / have - had /  
              leave - left  /  see - seen  /  speak - spoken.

Act. 3:   1- still             2- just (‘already’ is also possible here)    
               3- already       4-  already          5- yet              
               6- just              7- yet

Grammar Recall CB 37:  a- 1 and 4 (still and yet)         
                                                  b- 3  (just)           
                                                  c- 2  (already)

CB pages: 36-37

CB pages: 32-33

Unit 2

Act. 2:     a- S          b- T          c- S           d- S
             1- For instance, a quiet person who is unhappy about
                  being shy… (Paragraph 2)
            2- In other words, we feel more comfortable with
                 people … who (Paragraph 1)
            3- However, others believe that “opposites attract.”    
                (Paragraph 1)
            4- … because we share the same characteristics, tastes
                and attitudes. (Par 1)               
               … because they wish they were more like them.
               (Paragraph 2)     
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 3:  1- We’ve just been on a fantastic holiday!
               2- He’s already started to walk and he’s only ten
                    months old / He’s only ten    months old and he’s
                    already started to walk.
              3- Have you still got the CD I lent you?
              4- I’ve just finished a really interesting book about
                   space travel.
              5- They’ve already broken three world records.
              6- Have you eaten lunch yet?

Answers Grammar Practice Activities, WB66 :
             1. 1- She has already chosen the date.
                 2- She hasn’t booked the venue yet.
                 3- She has already written the guest list.
                 4- She hasn’t sent the invitations yet.
                 5- She has already decided about the food.
                 6- She hasn’t arranged the music yet.
                 7- She has already bought new shoes.
                 8- She hasn’t bought a new dress yet.
            2. ….  just come  …. 
                …. still haven’t started…. 
                ….  just had ….
                ….. still haven’t managed ….
           3.  a- yet                         b- still                       c- just       
                d- already                 e- just                       f- yet

Act. 2: 1- Munir has already arrived at the airport / Munir
                  has just arrived at the airport.
             2- Amira still hasn’t replied to my e-mail. / Amira
                  hasn’t replied to my e-mail yet.
             3- Abdullah has just bought a new car.
             4- I still haven’t eaten my lunch. / I haven’t eaten my
                  lunch yet.
             5- They have already booked their holiday.
             6- Shahira has just become a grandmother.
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Act. 3:  1- c                    2- b                      3- a                     4- a        
               5- c                    6- c                      7- a                     8- a

Act. 3: d- to find out more about the plays which Ahlaam brings.

Act. 2: Ideas that are mentioned:
              a- reading the Holy Quran
              b- taking exercise
              d- finding a memorization technique
              e- doing crossword puzzles
              f- repeating things you want to learn
              i- eating foods good for your brain
              j- getting a good night’s sleep
            Ideas that are not mentioned:
             c- playing games
             g- reading aloud
             h- telling stories

Act. 3: 1. remind
              2. remember
              3. forgot
              4. forgetting . . . losing 

CB pages: 38-39

CB pages: 40-41

WB pages: 34-35

Unit 3

Unit 4
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AnswersAnswers

Act. 1:  a- performed           b- actors         c- students… space
              d- quad bikes           e- suitable…culture         
               f- powerful              g- discuss

Act. 3:  c – a – d – b

WB pages: 36-37

Act. 3: 1- T
              2- NG. It only says over 28. We don’t know if there is
                  an upper age limit.
             3- F.    There are also 5 week programmes.
             4- NG. We don’t know if there are countries on every 
                 continent, as only some of the countries are listed.
             5- T
             6- F. Volunteers will develop these qualities on the
                  programmes if necessary.

Act. 1:  a- writer’s address              
               b- writer’s contact details                                                                    
               c- organization’s address  
               d- formal greeting                                                                       
               e- formal ending     
               f- writer’s signature       
               g- writer’s name

Act. 2:  a- 3           b- 4           c- 1          d- 2           e- 5

CB pages: 42-43

WB pages: 38-39

Unit 5
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Beginnings 
and Endings
Beginnings 

and Endings
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Exercise  1   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     A New Year's resolution is a tradition, most common in 

the Western countries in which people ........(1)........ forward to 

continue good practices. A person may resolves to ........(2)........ 

a bad habit or behavior, ........(3)........ a personal goal or improve 

his life. Every year, millions of people ........(4)........ New Year’s 

resolutions, hoping to spark positive change. The list of the 

most common New Year’s resolutions ........(5)........  exercising 

more, losing weight, learning new things and saving money.        

   change                    make                      lend                     include                     impose                     look                     marry                  achieve           

1

2
3
4
5

Unit 1
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Exercise  2   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     The transition from ........(1)........ to adulthood involves a number 

of social and emotional ........(2)........ that occurs in someone’s 

life. I believe there are many things that mark this important 

........(3)........ in our lives. Sometimes children have adult-level 

responsibilities forced on them at a young ........(4)........ or home 

situations that require them to mature quickly. Others come 

more naturally such as getting a driving ........(5)........, graduating 

and getting your first job. Each event might have a positive or 

negative feeling but gives the same result.         

  changes                           tribe                          stage                         babyhood                         licence                          age                          ritual                         adolescence             

1

2
3
4
5
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Exercise  3   (Grm/Voc)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 tile track treasure tribe
2 their theirs them they
3 at for in of
4 ceremonies centuries communities memories
5 fiction festival individual survival
6 a than that the
7 passive passage procession stage
8 adults children pensioners toddlers
9 get gets getting got
10 where which who whose

     The Masai are an African ........(1)........ of about half a million 
people. Most of ........(2)........ live in the country of Kenya and 
other parts of east Africa. The Masai are famous ........(3)........ 
their bright red clothing and their ........(4)........ that include lots 
of music and dancing. Probably, the ........(5)........ of ‘Eunoto’ is 
........(6)........ most colourful one. This is a rite of ........(7)........ when 
the teenage boys of the Masai become ........(8)......... ‘Eunoto’ lasts 
for many days and Masai people travel across the region to ........

(9)........ to a special place near the border between Kenya and 
Tanzania. The teenage boys ........(10)........ travel with them are 
called ‘warriors’. 
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Exercise  4   (Reading)

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False? For each item, shade in the bubble        under 
the correct option.

My neighbours here in Osaka still use a car with a petrol 
engine. However, most cars in the city have electric engines. 
The roads are quieter and there is less pollution so life is 
also better for pedestrians and cyclists!

Now many cars in Osaka runs on electricity.  

Statement True False

Wrestling in Bolivia is incredibly popular and after a 
hard day’s work people love watching this sport. Usually, 
the wrestling matches are between men wearing masks 
and special costumes. But in El Alto city you can also see 
women wrestling where it’s very popular.

Hi,  My office is on the ground floor. When your technician 
comes into the building, tell him my door is on the right. Go 
through the first office and into the next room. The broken 
photocopier is opposite the door.  Regards,  Don Clark.

Women wrestling is very popular all over 
Bolivia. 

Don is a photocopier technician.  

Statement

Statement

True

True

False

False

1

2

3
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In 1969, an American walked on the moon and during the 
early seventies the US led the Soviet Union in the space 
race. However, space travel was expensive and they needed 
to co-operate more. As a result, in 1975 astronauts from 
both countries flew two spacecraft and met in space.  

The Soviet and American astronauts worked 
together to save money.  

Statement True False

Jamey Escobar was born in Madrid, Spain. Jamey lived in 
the United States throughout his teenage years, graduating 
from the Savannah College of Art and Design and later lived 
10 years in Berlin, Germany. 

Michael works in the kitchen of a restaurant in the centre 
of Madrid. He goes to work at 5 p.m, but yesterday at 5 p.m, 
he wasn't on the bus. Instead, he took a taxi to the hospital 
because he had stomach pains. 

Before paper bags were invented, the seller had to wrap 
goods in paper and tie it with string. Other customers had 
to wait. In 1884, a woman named Mattie Knight invented a 
machine that could make a bag.   

Jamey Escobar studied Art and Design in 
Germany. 

Michael didn’t go to work because he was sick.    

Mattie Knight invented paper in 1884. 

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

False

False

False

4

5

6

7
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     A Plastic Ocean is a film to make you think. Think, and then 

act. We need to take action on our dependence on plastic. We’ve 

been producing plastic in huge quantities since the 1940s. Drink 

bottles, shopping bags, toiletries and even clothes are made 

with plastic. We live in a world full of plastic, and only a small 

proportion is recycled. What happens to all the rest? This is the 

question the film A Plastic Ocean answers. It is a documentary 

that looks at the impact that plastic waste has on the environment. 

Spoiler alert: the impact is devastating. 

    The film begins as a journey to film the largest animal on the 

planet, the blue whale. But during the journey the filmmakers 

(two environmental activists) make the shocking discovery of a 

huge, thick layer of plastic floating in the middle of the Indian 

Ocean. This prompts them to travel around the world to look 

at other areas that have been affected. In total, they visited 20 

locations around the world during the four years it took them to 

make the film. The documentary premiered in 2016, and is now 

on streaming services such as Netflix. 

Exercise  5  (Reading)

Read the text. For each item, shade in the bubble        next 
to the correct option.
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     It’s very clear that a lot of research went into the film. There are 

beautiful shots of the seas and marine life. These are contrasted 

with scenes of polluted cities and dumps full of plastic rubbish. 

We see how marine species are being killed by all the plastic we 

are dumping in the ocean. The message about our use of plastic is 

painfully obvious. 

     But the film doesn’t only present the negative side. In the second 

half, the filmmakers look at what we can do to reverse the tide of 

plastic flowing around the world. They present short-term and 

long-term solutions. These include avoiding plastic containers 

and ‘single-use’ plastic products as much as possible. Reuse your 

plastic bags and recycle as much as you can. The filmmakers 

also stress the need for governments to work more on recycling 

programmes, and look at how technology is developing that can 

convert plastic into fuel. 

     We make a staggering amount of plastic. In terms of plastic 

bags alone, we use five hundred billion worldwide annually. Over 

300 million tons of plastic are produced every year, and at least 

8 million of those are dumped into the oceans. The results are 

disastrous, but it isn’t too late to change. Once you’ve seen A Plastic 

Ocean, you’ll realise the time is now and we all have a role to play.
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Task One: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than Four WORDS). 

Who made the film A Plastic Ocean?                                                                                   

........................................................................................................................ 

How long did they take to make the film?

........................................................................................................................

When did A Plastic Ocean first appeared?     

........................................................................................................................

How does plastic waste affect marine species?  

........................................................................................................................

2

4

1

3

6

8

5

7

Task two: For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

According to the text, ................ of the plastic we produce is recycled.

         all                                     most                          part

A Plastic Ocean is ................ film.

         a science fiction           an action                  a documentary

The filmmakers discovered a huge .................

         Indian Ocean                plastic layer             blue whale  

The film suggests ................ plastic.

         recycling                        using more              avoiding all 
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You ....................... get the job until you pass the interview.    
         can                   can’t               could                    ought
 ....................... I borrow your calculator, please?
         Can                   Can’t          Should                 Would
I don’t believe this. You ....................... be serious!
         needn’t   can’t            shouldn’t            oughtn’t 
You ....................... leave your very ill father at home alone.  
         can                     need              shouldn’t            oughtn’t 
It's really dark here, I ....................... see anything.
         must        can                 can’t                  needn’t

You ....................... be 18 years old to drive a car in Oman. 
        don’t have to   have            have to                has
A man ....................... be very rich to help the poor.
        don’t have to        doesn’t have to        can’t                have to
Ahmed ....................... study well to pass the exam.
         needs                 ought          have to                has to
You ....................... buy a new dictionary. You can borrow mine.
        don’t have to       have to          need                     should
He ....................... pay for the car service. It’s a free service.
        don’t have to        doesn’t have to       have to                 has to

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

Exercise  6  (GRM)

Exercise  7  (GRM)

1

1

For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the correct option.

For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the correct option.

Unit 2
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Unit 3

Exercise  8   (Vocab)

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct 
option.

     In Egypt, families spend countless days and money to make 
the wedding day unforgettable. Depending on the social status 
of the ........(1)........, the wedding ........(2)........ take many forms. Big 
weddings take place in large hotels in the capital where ........(3)........ 
are invited to a wedding reception; the others often take place in 
the courtyards of houses and in the street.  A wedding consists of 
several stages. First of all, the ........(4)........ offers a bracelet to the 
bride as a sign of ........(5)......... Then, one day before the wedding 
feast, the “Henna ceremony” takes place. This is an opportunity 
for the women of the family to get together and prepare the future 
bride for her wedding night.

  engagement                                rings                               groom                              suits                              couple                               ceremonies                               goods                              guests                  

1

2
3
4
5
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account – decorate – speech – purify – invitation – married                               
signature – scared – vote – significant – prison – custom    

Exercise  9  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

Only citizens have the right to .................. in the elections in 

their country. 

The manager is going to give a .................. in the party.   

It’s the .................. in Oman that guests are served coffee and dates.   

Would you please transfer the money to my bank ...................

We need the manager’s .................. on this letter.  

Ahmed sent me an .................. to attend his wedding party.  

Road safety is a .................. topic to discuss in our schools.  

She usually uses flowers to .................. her house.   

The police put the thief in .................. for a month.   

Girls in Egypt can’t get .................. before the age of 16.   

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1
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We usually go to school ..................... bus.  
         in                           on                           by                           of
The plane takes off ..................... 11.30 pm.          
         at                           in                            on                           with  
I bought a nice pair ..................... socks.
         at                           for                           of                            off
She is waiting ..................... you.  
         for                         from                      of                            to
Omar was born ..................... April 3, 2004.                        
         at                           by                           in                            on

2

3

4

5

Exercise  10  (GRM)

Exercise  11  (Listen)

1

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the correct option.

Unit 4

You’re going to hear someone talking about Simon Bryan.        
Part One: Listen and for each item, write a short answer 
(not more than FOUR WORDS).

How old is Simon Bryan?  
........................................................................................................................

Why did he go to the bank?   
........................................................................................................................  
Why did not Simon read the brochure?
........................................................................................................................

What is Simon’s job?
........................................................................................................................

2

4

1

3
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6

8

5

7

Task two: For each item, shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

The BSA (Basic Skills Agency) did some research on ................

         accountancy       illiteracy         fluency

To do their research, the Basic Skills Agency (BSA) used ................

         only tests  

         only interviews  

         both tests and interviews                                                                                             

In Britain ............... of the adults watch TV more than two hours a day. 

         5 %                   20%         60%

The British government wants to help non-readers by ................

         organising courses             

         providing information  

         building new schools 
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exotic – religious – trick –  noisy –  recognise – crowded
couple –  mask – fancy  –  engagement  – attend – horror

Exercise  12  (Vocab)

Fill in the spaces below with the correct words.

The kids played a funny ............. on their father, but he wasn’t angry.  

I couldn’t recognize her in the party. She was wearing a ............. dress.   

Children shouldn’t watch ............. movies before going to bed at night.  

Nora enjoys travelling and discovering ............. and unusual places.   

She couldn’t recognise the thief because he was wearing a 

............. on his face.  

I prefer to live in a quiet place. I hate ............. places.   

Cairo is a ............. city. It has a population of more than 10 million.  

I couldn’t ............. her in her new look. She’d completely changed. 

Kim presented to Diana a fantastic ............. ring.  

Tom and Sarah are a married ..............

2

3

7

4

8

6

10

5

9

1

Unit 5
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[10 marks]Exercise  13  (Writing)

Write at least 100 words on the following topic:
“A celebration, festival or important event in your country”

Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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Task One: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than five WORDS). 

[10 marks]

Answers
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AnswersAnswers

Exercise  1  (Vocab)

Exercise  2  (Vocab)

Theme Four 4

Exercise  3  (GRM/VOC)

Exercise  4  (Reading)

Exercise  5  (Reading)
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Exercise  7  (GRM)

Exercise  8  (Vocab)

Exercise  10  (GRM)

Exercise  9  (Vocab)

Exercise  6  (GRM)
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AnswersAnswers

Exercise  11  (Listen)

Exercise  12  (Vocab)

Exercise  13  (Writing)
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Course Book & 
Work Book 

Activities - G11B 
إجـابـات أسئلة الكـتـاب 

)Theme 4( المـدرسي
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Act. 2:  The most appropriate title is c.  

Act. 4:  - The significance of killing a lion for Masai boys is
                 that it is the most difficult task in a series of tasks  
                 they have to perform in order to be accepted as men.

Act. 3:  1- (c)  a ritual.
               2- 15 is the age when a young girl has a quinceañera,
                     the ceremony which   marks her transition into
                     womanhood.
               3- A birthday cake, a doll and a pair of shoes with
                    flat heels all symbolise things the girl is rejecting
                    in order to become a woman.
                   (a) During the quinceañera, the girl has to blow
                          out candles on her birthday cake. 
                   (b) She is given a present of a doll but she has to
                          hand it back.
                   (c) She starts dancing in a pair of flat heeled shoes,
                          but these are replaced during the quinceañera
                         by shoes with high heels.

Theme 4:  Beginnings and Endings 4

CB page 50-51

Unit 1
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Act. 1: Answers (from youngest to oldest):
             baby – picture a                           
             toddler – no picture
             child – pictures d and b         
             teenager – picture e
             young adult – picture b     
             middle-aged person – no picture
             pensioner – picture c 

Act. 3:  1- waltz                 2- significant            3- illegal           
              4- trials                  5- gradual                  6- womanhood       
              7- symbol              8- transition              9- embark on

Act. 4:  a- with                        b- to                   c- from . . . to        
               d- of . . . with             e- of                    f– in         
               g- on                            h- with

Extra prepositions: out, by

WB pages 44-45 

Act. 2:  a- T         b- NG         c- F          d- T           e- NG          f- F  

Grammar Recall CB53 :   1- d                2- f                  3- a           
                                                   4- e                5- b                 6- c

CB pages: 52-53

Unit 2

Act. 3:   a- Possibility               b- Offer                   c- Request
                d- Possibility              e- Request              f- Offer 
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CB53- Activate your English:
                a- 3      b- 5      c- 6       d- 2      e- 7     f- 1     g- 8     h- 4

Act. 1:  Australia: eighteen – sixteen – seventeen – sixteen
               The USA : eighteen - sixteen - eighteen - sixteen -
                                   sixteen - any age
                Japan      : fifteen – eighteen – twenty – twenty –
                                   sixteen - eighteen

Act. 2:  a-  Japan                           b- The US           
               c- Australia n                  d- Arkansas (state in the US)    
               e- Australia                      f- Japan

Act. 3: 1- can’t          2- can’t          3- can          4- don’t have to
              5- have to     6- can’t … have to            7- Can … can’t

Act. 4:  a- 5       b- 6      c- 4         d- 7         e- 1        f- 3         g- 2

Answers Grammar Practice Activities, WB67:
               1.   a- 3      b- 6       c- 5       d- 7       e- 1       f-  4       g- 2
               2.   1- have to          2- have to             3- don’t have to          
                     4- can                  5- can                    6- can’t              
                     7- can                  8- can’t
               3.  a- can’t                            b- don’t have to … can   
                     c- have to                      d- can’t            
                     e- have to                      f- can … can’t … have to

WB pages: 46-47

Act. 2:  a- She was at an Omani friend’s wedding.
               b- There were no men, only women and there were
                    no speeches.

CB pages: 54-55

Unit 3
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Act. 1:  a- the dowry                b- the marriage contract
               c--the groom               d- a hotel                 e- the bride

Act. 2:  a- engagement ring       b- best man          c- marriage vows
                d- witnesses                    e- honeymoon      f- bouquet

Act. 3: 1-  F. The reception is immediately after the wedding
                        ceremony.
              2-  F. Some weddings take place in a registry office.
              3-  NG                                      4- T
              5-  F. A toast is when you hold up your glass and
                       wish someone health and happiness.
              6-  F. The best man is usually the groom’s best friend
                        or brother.

Act. 4:  a- China and India               b- Fiji                c- Oman      
              d- Spain                                   e- Turkey

WB pages: 48-49

Wealth clothes
Act. 5:

People Things or Events
Act. 3:
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AnswersAnswers
Act. 4: Across:  1- groom                2- bride             5- bouquet      
                               7- cake                   10- honeymoon
              Down  :  1- guest                 2- best man      3- propose                              
                               4- bridesmaids    6- speech          8- ring                 
                               9- reception

Act. 2:  China       :   a,  c,  d,  e,  f,  i
               Scotland :  b,  f,  g,  h,  j

Act. 1:  Vietnam – Iran – Egypt – Egypt – Japan 

Act. 2:  1- c              2- b              3- c              4- a               5- c  
               6- b             7- a              8- c               9- a

Act. 4: 1- e               2- g             3- k               4- a               5- l       
             6- n               7- c              8- r               9- o

Act. 3:  1- b             2- d             3- a             4- e             5- c

CB pages: 56-57

WB pages: 50-51

Unit 4

Act. 2:  a- 4             b- 1             c- 3               d- 2

CB pages: 58-59

Unit 5
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Act. 1: 1- A local Brazilian dance.
              2- To carry mobile displays with colourful decor
                   tions in a procession.

Act. 2:  a- are made           b- was given           c -is placed           
              d- are paraded      e- are sold               f- are decorated        
              g- was begun

Act. 3:  c ,  a  ,  d ,  b
             1. Paragraph 1:  is celebrated - was signed
                 Paragraph 2:  is held - is attended - is celebrated -
                                             are made - are performed

Act. 3:  a- Halloween is an abbreviation (short name) for ‘All
                    Hallows Eve’ or ‘the evening before All Hallows Day’).
               b- To play a game of ‘Trick or treat?’ and ask for
                    sweets or money.
               c- By scooping out the flesh of a pumpkin, cutting out
                    a face and putting a candle inside to make a lamp.
               d- By making many horror films about Halloween.

Act. 3: Adjectives for a carnival: 
             crowded       enjoyable          noisy     exotic    colourful                                                         
             unusual        spectacular       lively     busy

WB pages: 52-53

Events mentioned in the text Events not mentioned in the text
2.
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Al Reyada Final Exams
اختبارات الريادة
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Al Reyada Final Exams
اختبارات الريادة

EXAM 1
[7 marks]Listening 1 ( Items 1-7 )

You're going to hear an interview with Dan Max, a software 
developer. Listen, and shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

Mywork is an app for ................. to learn from.
         teachers                   teenagers                  parents
The interviewer doesn’t have ................ to help with her kids’ 
homework.
         the knowledge              the time                   the money
Mywork app enables students to meet their ................ online.
         parents                           friends                      teachers
With the app, teachers will .................
         teach at high prices       
         teach more students         
         live in remote areas
Dan thought of creating this app to .................
         gain much money              
         gain popularity                   
         help his son
Dan is planning to .................
         offer more services  
         collect more funds            
         create more apps
Mywork app is available on google play for .................
         a little charges              much money          free

1

4

2

5

3

6

7
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You're going to hear a story about a Cellist called Vedran Smailovic. 
Part 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more than 
four words)

Part 2: Four each item shade in bubbles        next to the correct option.

Why was the population of Sarajevo continually under attack?

................................................................................................................................

When did the bomb near the bakery explode?

.................................................................................................................. ( Year)

How many people were killed in the explosion near the shop?

................................................................................................................................

What did Vedran Smailovic do in response to this tragedy?

................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Smailovic’s bravery inspired many .....................

         snippers                         soldiers                  writers

The Cellist of Sarajevo was the best selling book in ..................... 

         1993                                2008                 2012

When the novel was published, Smailovic was .....................

         angry                               happy                 hurt

Now Smailovic lives in .....................    

         Yugoslavia                     Canada                     Ireland     

13

15

12

14

[8 marks]Listening 2 ( Items 8-15 )
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[8 marks] GRAMMAR/VOCABULARY  (Items 1–10) 

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 memorable maritime delayed delicious 
2  at  for  in with
3 present event status wealth
4 to do do doing are doing
5 who which  when where
6 adventures altitudes advantages adults
7 many much more most
8 ever never since yet
9 profit promise  propose prepare
10 affirm sign  need lose

      Eating out can be a very ........(1)........ experience. Having 
dinner ........(2)........ a friend or celebrating some special ........

(3)........ with a party at a restaurant are all things we enjoy ........

(4)......... However, there are few people ........(5)........ eat out and 
prefer eating at home because it has many ........(6)......... Eating 
at home is cheaper, healthier and ........(7)........ comfortable than 
eating out. For me, I ........(8)........ eat out. Eating at home is less 
expensive than eating in a restaurant. Obviously, when we eat 
at home we ........(9)........, cook and serve the food ourselves and, 
therefore, do not ........(10)........ to pay the labor costs of cook, 
waiter and other restaurant staff.  

(5 marks)
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1

2

3

[7 marks]READING 1 ( Items 1-7 )

A traditional Chinese custom demands one month before 
the wedding, the bride must cry for an hour each day. On 
the wedding day, a crying marriage song must be sung and 
the bride will be judged on how beautifully she can do this. 

Dear Huda,
I am sorry for not keeping in touch with you for a long time. 
Actually, I was with a friend of mine all these days because 
she lost her uncle in a car accident. All the members of the 
family are very sad, as he was very young.                     Laila

After finishing secondary school, Nasser sent his son Majid to 
Australia to study oil engineering , but he didn't like life there. 
A year later, he moved to study in another university in the UK. 
He enjoys his study and will come back to Oman in 5 months.

In China, the bride must sing sadly on 
her wedding day.

Leila has lost her uncle in a car accident.

Majid is studying engineering in Australia now.         

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

False

False

False

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False?
For each item, shade in the bubble        under the correct option.
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[7 marks] 4

5

6

7

I am writing to express my dissatisfaction at the service at 
your pharmacy. I was served quickly. However, there was only 
one pharmacist on duty. When I arrived home, I found that 
I was given a wrong medicine. This could be so dangerous.  

Last month, I bought a mobile phone on a website, but the delivery 
didn't arrive. So, I decided to complain to the company. Finally, 
they sent me the order. It was the mobile I asked for together 
with a stylish hands-free as a compensation for the delay.

If you’re interested in a career in public service, a great way 
to prepare for that career is by volunteering. Whether you 
choose to volunteer at a nonprofit, charity or government 
body, you’ll reap many benefits from doing so.    

The leaded-petrol used in many cars releases poisonous 
gases that pollutes the air in most cities. Children who live 
in areas where there is a lot of lead in atmosphere can't 
think as quickly as other children and are clumsy when 
they use their hands.   

The writer is a pharmacist.         

The writer ordered a hands-free online.  

Volunteering at a nonprofit charity is useful. 

Air pollution affects children’s mental health.   

Statement

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False
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     Greenland, the world’s largest island, lying in the North Atlantic 

Ocean. The people of Greenland are primarily Inuit (Eskimo). It 

has a small population of 56,000. Many of these ‘Greenlanders’ 

live close to the coastline because a large part of the country 

is covered with ice and glaciers. More than a quarter of all the 

people live in the capital, Nuuk. Fishing and seal hunting are the 

traditional industries. But fishing is the biggest industry that 

provide the most jobs. While tourism and oil are modern great 

industries that appeared in the 1990s. However, the country 

imports much more than it exports. But now life is changing 

obviously for many Greenlanders due to the weather.

     Scientists believe that the world’s climate is warming up and is 

clearly affecting Greenland. For example, small icebergs – about 

the size of city buses – are floating near to the coast. They have 

broken off from much larger areas of ice further out in the ocean 

because the temperature changed. Furthermore, the huge sheet 

of ice which covers Greenland is shrinking by about 75 cubic 

kilometres each year. If all of Greenland’s ice melted, sea levels 

across the world would rise by 7.5 metres.

[8 marks]READING 2 ( Items 8-15 )

Read the text. Then complete the tasks.
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[8 marks]
     One industry that is benefiting from the melting ice is the oil 
industry. Nowadays, the sea around the west coast of Greenland 
has no ice for six months of the year. This means oil companies 
can explore this area. They plan to drill for oil in the next few 
years. Greenlanders have mixed feelings about this modern 
development. The country’s prime minister, Kuupik Kleist, 
explains the issue: ‘The Arctic people are the ones most exposed 
to climate change but we need a strong economy and we have to 
make use of the opportunities that oil could bring us … we don’t 
have any other natural resources as better as oil.’
     Farming will also change. The growing season is longer with 
spring arriving earlier and longer summers. On the one hand, if 
the country produced more of its own food, it wouldn’t need to 
import so much. On the other hand, some farmers are worried. 
They are afraid of the drier summers which might create new 
problems. For example, last year, it was so dry, farmers produced 
half the normal amount of food. The farmers and their families 
celebrate the beginning of the growing season annually before 
the summer begins. After dinner, they sing traditional song which 
is about the importance of summer. In the past, the winters were 
long and the summers were short. As nature and the weather 
changes in Greenland, I wondered if they would still sing this 
song in a hundred years’ time. They might not.
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Task 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than FOUR WORDS).

What industry do most Greenlanders work in?   

................................................................................................................................

Why is life changing clearly in Greenland?   

................................................................................................................................

Why have small icebergs broken off?

 Because .............................................................................................................

What might cause problems to farmers?

................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Task 2: For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

The people of Greenland live near the .................... .

         ice                                    sea                             island

About .................... people live in the capital, Nuuk.

         15,000                  50,000                      60,000

In dry Summers, farmers produce .................... food.

         little                               better                        more

The farmers celebrate the growing season in .....................

         winter                             spring                        summer

13

15

12

14
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[5 marks]WRITING 1

Write at least 100 words on the following topic: 
“One of the famous Omani traditions that we should keep”

Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks]WRITING 2

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.   
Situation: Imagine that you are Nour/ Noura. You’ve just 
received this e-mail from your friend Ali/Alia:

Task: Write a reply to Ali/Alia’s e-mail. Make suggestions 
and offer your help.
Your writing should be clear and friendly.

Dear Nour/ Noura,
I’m putting on weight and I’m feeling very lazy. I prefer 
staying at home most of the time. My mother complains 
that I don’t help her and sleep too much. I don’t know what 
to do. Can you help me?  Please write soon.
Ali/Alia 
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[10 marks] EXAM 2
[7 marks]Listening 1 ( Items 1-7 )

You’re going to hear a telephone conversation between Yousif 
and a sales manager. Listen, and shade in the bubble        next to 
the correct option.

 Yousif’s last order .................

         arrived on time            arrived late             hasn’t arrived yet

He is calling the manager to ask for .................

         quicker delivery     price discount      delayed payment

Yousif hasn’t got enough .................

         customers                 time                 cash money

He will get money from  .................

         a customer                 a bank                 the manager

The new order he placed is ................ the last one.

         smaller than                  as big as                   bigger than  

The manager ................ to help Yousif.

         agrees                             refuses                   asks for more time

Now Yousif is waiting for ................ from the manager.  

         a telephone call        an email       an SMS

1

4

2

5

3

6

7
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You’re going to hear a story about ‘Amazing nature designs’. 
Part 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more than 
four words)

Part 2: Four each item shade in bubbles        next to the correct option.

What is a ‘gecko’?    

................................................................................................................................

What will the gecko design be used for?  

................................................................................................................................

What does the prefix Bio- mean?

................................................................................................................................  

Why do scientists study animals and plants?

................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Scientists study the flippers of the whale to design .....................

         new cars                        wind turbines         good paints 

The shape of the boxfish was used in making cars in .....................  

         Canada                           The USA                    Germany

Using the fish design makes the car ..................... 

         stronger                         lighter                  faster 

The idea of waterproof paints is copied from .....................   

         a plant leaf                 an inventor      water 

13

15

12

14

[8 marks]Listening 2 ( Items 8-15 )
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[8 marks] GRAMMAR/VOCABULARY  (Items 1–10) 

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 engaged fascinated crowded transformed 

2 about at in of
3 just still since yet
4 to be be being been 
5 tribe country century entry 
6 slow slower the slower slowest
7 memorised organised realised criticised 
8 continent character cast capital
9 avoid award involve trick 
10 get gets getting got

     I’ve always been ........(1)........ by Brazil, even as a child. So I 
was excited ........(2)........ coming from the USA as a foreign 
correspondent, and ........(3)........ I arrived I haven’t ........(4)........ 
disappointed in anything. It’s such a wonderful ........(5)........ full 
of colours, sounds and smells that are so different from those 
back home. Before I came here, I had read that Brazil had a much 
........(6)........ pace of life than the USA- but soon I ........(7)........ they 
weren’t talking about Rio de Janeiro, the ........(8)........ city of Brazil. 
Waking up early enough to ........(9)........ the rush hour wasn’t easy 
at first but now I’m used to ........(10)........  up at 5 a.m. every day.

(5 marks)
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1

2

3

[7 marks]READING 1 ( Items 1-7 )

Elizabeth Taylor was born in England in 1932. At the age 
of seven, she moved to America with her family. She was a 
very beautiful child that filmmakers noticed her beauty. She 
became a child star at the age of nine when she appeared 
in the films Lassie and National Velvet.

Opera refers to a dramatic art form, originating in Europe, 
in which the emotional content is conveyed to the audience 
as much through music and songs. By contrast, in musical 
theater, an actor's dramatic performance is primary, and 
the music plays a lesser role. 

Dolphins are regarded as the friendliest creatures in the 
sea and stories of them helping drowning sailors have been 
common since Roman times. Some scientists have suggested 
that dolphins have a language but it is much more probable that 
they communicate with each other without needing words.

Elizabeth Taylor was a filmmaker.

The opera depends mainly on music and songs.

Dolphins can speak to each other.          

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

False

False

False

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False?
For each item, shade in the bubble        under the correct option.
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[7 marks] 4

5

6

7

Erosion of America's farmland by wind and water has been 
a problem since the 19th century. By the 1930s, more than 
282 million acres of farmland were damaged by erosion. 
After 40 years of conservation efforts, soil erosion has 
increased due to heavy crop production.

It was well designed and carefully maintained. It carried the 
proper number of lifeboats. It had been thoroughly inspected 
the day of its fatal voyage. But the Estonia rolled over and 
sank in a cold, stormy night. It went down so quickly that 
most of those on board had no chance to save themselves.

Justin works from home but enjoys going on a long journey 
in his sports car at the weekend. Instead of going to a 
petrol station for petrol, he can charge his battery on the 
motorway or plug into a high-voltage charger.  

For me, living alone helps people especially adolescences 
learn new life’s skills such as cooking, tiding up and so on. 
Another advantage of living alone would be managing their 
budget. They can spend their budget on their own needs.

The erosion of American farmland 
started before 1930.         

The text talks about a plane crash.

Justin’s car can travel long journeys without petrol.  

The writer is against the idea of living alone.

Statement

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False
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15 January, 2018

     Many people believe that Japanese people are very serious 

and hard-working. It’s true that working too much, even to the 

point of death, is still a big problem in Japan. However, Japanese 

people are very cheerful and know well how to enjoy their free 

time. In addition, Japanese people are incredibly nice and polite.  

     I arrived here in Japan three months ago. I thought I would see 

only workaholic people just as robots all over the country. But, 

this was far from reality. I met very kind and gentle personalities 

who respect others, especially foreigners. Of course, there was 

some difficulties at the beginning in coping with a new culture 

and way of life. However, things here in Japan went very well. 

     Now I’m living in Chibu, which is a small Japanese town just a 

ninety-minute train ride away from central Tokyo. It's in a mostly 

agricultural region, where people grow vegetables and rice. But 

their main product is the Chibu tea which is famous worldwide. 

It is grown on the surrounding hills and sold all over the world 

most of the year. 

[8 marks]READING 2 ( Items 8-15 )

Read the text. Then complete the tasks.
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[8 marks]
Chibu is a very quite place, with not much going on, but every 

December the town comes to life for a few days during the 

Chibu Night Festival, which is considered one of Japan’s top 

three festivals.

     The best time to visit the festivals is on its third and final 

day. In the afternoon, six huge floats, each representing one of 

the areas of the town, are pulled though the streets to the main 

square. Each of these floats is decorated with lamps, wooden 

statues and brightly coloured cloth. For the specators, there are 

hundreds of stalls linning the streets, all selling excellent food, 

which is very good value for money. Then, in the evening, from 

7.30 until 10 O’clock, a long and spectacular fireworks show is 

held, which can be seen from many places in the town. If you 

have any difficulty seeing the show, you can always watvh it on  

giant TV screen outside the main railway station.

     During the festival, the normally quiet town is crowded with 

people, and all Chibu hotels are full, so many visitors prefer to 

keep their hotels in Tokyo and visit the festival from there (The 

last train back to Tokyo leaves just before midnight) I really 

enjoyed this fantastic festival. However, it is very cold here as 

temperatures sometimes drop well bellow freezing and I have 

to wear warm clothes all the time.
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      Eating out can be a very ........(1)........ experience. Having 
dinner ........(2)........ a friend or celebrating some special ........

(3)........ with a party at a restaurant are all things we enjoy ........

(4)......... However, there are few people ........(5)........ eat out and 
prefer eating at home because it has many ........(6)......... Eating 
at home is cheaper, healthier and ........(7)........ comfortable than 
eating out. For me, I ........(8)........ eat out. Eating at home is less 
expensive than eating in a restaurant. Obviously, when we eat 
at home we ........(9)........, cook and serve the food ourselves and, 
therefore, do not ........(10)........ to pay the labor costs of cook, 
waiter and other restaurant staff.  

Task 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than FOUR WORDS).

 When did the writer travel to Japan?  (Year)

................................................................................................................................

What is Chibu famous for?

................................................................................................................................

How long does the Chibu Night Festival last?

................................................................................................................................

Why do Chibu Festival visitors prefer to stay in Tokyo?  

     Because .........................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Task 2: For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

The stalls in the streets sell .................... food.

         fast                    cheap                 expensive

During Chibu festival people can see .................... in the evening.

         huge floats         wooden statues      fireworks

The last train back to Tokyo leaves at about .....................

         10.30 pm                  11.50 pm       12.00 am

The writer doesn’t like the .................... in Chibu.

         weather                 visitors                  festival

13

15

12

14
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[5 marks]WRITING 1

Write at least 100 words on the following topic: 
“Describe the most memorable holiday in your life, 
including how you felt and why it was memorable.”

Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks]WRITING 2

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.   
Situation: Imagine that you are Khalid/Khloud. Your’re 
worried because you are not good at learning English at 
school.  
Task: Write an e-mail to your uncle who is teaching English. 
Describe your problem and ask for advice.  
Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks] EXAM 3
[7 marks]Listening 1 ( Items 1-7 )

You are going to hear a conversation between two students, 
Clara and Ben. Listen, and shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

Clara is not happy with her .................

         class                             friends                  writing tasks

Ben is afraid of .................

         going outside      staying at home        going to class

Clara thinks that Ben suffers from a ................ attack.

         heart                      panic                         breath

Clara had the same problem ................ ago.

         two hours                    two days                  a year

Clara overcame her problem by talking to .................

         a doctor                    a friend                     a lot of people

She advised Ben to do things that make him .................

         relaxed                  scared                       awful 

To make fear and worry less, Clara used to ................ to go anywhere.

         take a taxi                      walk                          take a bus

1

4

2

5

3

6

7
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You will hear a story about saving Native American languages. 
Part 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more than 
four words)

Part 2: Four each item shade in bubbles        next to the correct option.

When did the European arrive in America?
................................................................................................................... (Year)
What did the Europeans bring to America?
................................................................................................................................

Who fought the Europeans when they arrived in America?
................................................................................................................................

What did the Indian children learn at schools?
................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Today some Indian languages are spoken by .................... in tribes.
         young people                old people       experts
There are about .................... languages in North America.
         100                                  170                             200
The National Geographic Project helps tribes to .....................
         speak English                 
         keep their languages alive    
         increase their members     
People can learn more about tribal culture through .....................
         reading their stories   
         interviewing experts     
         listening to songs    

13

15

12

14

[8 marks]Listening 2 ( Items 8-15 )
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[8 marks] GRAMMAR/VOCABULARY  (Items 1–10) 

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 at in for of
2 reduce include affirm vote
3 many much more most
4 festival proposal floor principle 
5 present politician passage passenger
6 getting get got to get
7 which who where when
8 traditional gradual physical global
9 fight fights fought are fighting 
10 join sign extend spend 

     The Masai tribe are famous ........(1)........ their bright red clothing 
and their ceremonies that ........(2)........ lots of music and dancing. 
Probably, one of the ........(3)........ colourful ceremonies is the ........

(4)........ of ‘Eunoto’. This is a rite of ........(5)........ when the teenage 
boys of the Masai become men. ‘Eunoto’ lasts for many days and 
Masai people travel across the region ........(6)........ to a special 
place near the border between Kenya and Tanzania. The teenage 
boys ........(7)........ travel with them are called ‘warriors’. This is a 
........(8)........ name from the past when young men ........(9)........ with 
other tribes. Nowadays, these warriors ........(10)........ most of their 
time looking after their cattle.

(5 marks)
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1

2

3

[7 marks]READING 1 ( Items 1-7 )

Five people have been arrested in connection with a fraud 
involving tickets for music and sports events, including 
the Beijing Olympics. Four men aged 51 ,50 ,41 and 54 and 
a -49year-old woman were arrested after Metropolitan 
Police raids on three addresses in London.

Action on Sugar (AOS) carried out research on sugar in over 
200 hot drinks in coffee chains. It found that some drinks had 
as much as 23 spoons of sugar. AOS said it found high levels of 
sugar in many drinks. It said people with obesity, diabetes and 
other health problems should check what they are drinking.

Ten of Japan's bullet trains were destroyed when a typhoon 
hit Japan in October. They were deep in water after a river 
burst its banks. There’s no loss in lives. However, the 
damage was around 135$ million. The line is now running 
just 80 per cent of its normal services.  

The police arrested four men and fifty women.

Action on Sugar (AOS) warned about drinking coffee. 

The damage of the trains caused 135 deaths.

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

False

False

False

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False?
For each item, shade in the bubble        under the correct option.
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[7 marks] 4

5

6

7

Researchers  at a UK university found that heading a 
soccer ball can damage mental health. They found that 
ex-professional football players are three and a half times 
more likely to die of brain disorder. They discovered that 
the ex-players suffered a lot from more brain injuries.

Michael Perham, who became the youngest person to cross 
the Atlantic alone, left Portsmouth aboard a -50foot yacht. 
He covered 21,600 miles, crossing the Atlantic in four and 
a half months. Perham returned back in Portsmouth in 
March 2009, around his 17th birthday.

Air pollution causes health problems in human being. In 
many countries there are laws limiting the amount of smoke 
which factories can produce. Although there isn't enough 
information on the effects of smoke in the atmosphere, 
doctors have proved that air pollution damages our lungs.      

In Europe, there is a labeling scheme for electric appliances such 
as refrigerators, freezers, washing machines and tumble dryers. 
The label tells the consumers how much energy each model 
consumes, compared with other appliances in the same category.

Researchers found heading the football 
is harmful to the brain.

Michael Perham left Portsmouth in 2008.

Doctors proved that smoke damages the atmosphere.

The labels tell the consumers how much 
appliances are.

Statement

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False
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     Stephen William Hawking was an English theoretical physicist, 
cosmologist, author, and director of research at the Centre for 
Theoretical Cosmology at the University of Cambridge. Hawking 
was born on January 1942  ,8. At an early age, he showed an 
interest in science and technology. Although known at school 
as "Einstein", Hawking was not initially successful academically. 
With time, he began to show considerable aptitude for scientific 
subjects and decided to read mathematics at university. Hawking's 
father advised him to study medicine instead of mathimatecs, 
concerned that mathematics graduates had few jobs.
     At university, Hawking was diagnosed with motor neurone 
disease. He fell into a depression – though his doctors advised 
that he continue with his studies, he felt there was little point. 
His disease progressed more slowly than doctors had predicted. 
Although Hawking had difficulty walking unsupported, and his 
speech was almost unintelligible, an initial diagnosis that he 
had only two years to live proved unfounded. With his Doctoral 
advisor's encouragement, he returned to his work. Hawking 
started developing a reputation for brilliance when he publicly 
challenged the work of the noted Yorkshire astronomer, Fred 
Hoyle, and his student Jayant Narlikar at a lecture in June 1964.

[8 marks]READING 2 ( Items 8-15 )

Read the text. Then complete the tasks.
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[8 marks]
     His scientific work included research on the origins and 

structure of the universe, from the Big Bang to black holes. 

Stephen's greatest scientific achievement was a discovery about 

black holes in 1974 that shook the world of physics. Fourteen 

years later, Hawking wrote A Brief History of Time, a landmark 

in science writing, which sold over 10 million copies and was 

translated into dozens of languages. Its extraordinary success 

led to more books, including a series for children Stephen co-

authored with his daughter Lucy.

      Hawking was a fellow of the Royal Society (FRS), a lifetime 

member of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, and a recipient 

of the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the highest civilian award 

in the United States. In 2002, Hawking was ranked number 25 in 

the BBC's poll of the 100 Greatest Britons. He was the Professor 

of Mathematics at the University of Cambridge between 1979 

and 2009 and achieved commercial success with works of 

popular science in which he discusses his own theories.  

     Hawking's illness gradually paralyzed him over the decades. 

However, even after the loss of his speech, he was still able to 

communicate through a speech-generating device, initially 

through the use of a hand-held switch, and eventually by using a 

single cheek muscle. He died on 14 March 2018 at the age of 76.
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Task 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than FOUR WORDS).

Why did Hawking's father advised him not to study mathematics?          
................................................................................................................................

What was Hawking's greatest scientific work?
................................................................................................................................

When did Hawking write ‘A Brief History of Time’?
....................................................................................................................(Year)
What award did her receive in the USA?
................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Task 2: For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

When he was young, Hawking was interested in .....................

         medicine                        mathematics           science 

His disease caused him to lose the ability to .....................

         speak properly           

         continue his studies      

         do any work

People started to know about his brilliance in the early .....................

         1940s                             1960s                        1970s 

He wrote books for children with the help of his .....................

         wife                             professor                  daughter

13

15

12

14
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[5 marks]WRITING 1

Write at least 100 words on the following topic: 
“Why do we need friends in our life?”

Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks]WRITING 2

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.   
Situation: Imagine that you are Sami/Samia. You have 
recently volunteered for a local environment project, 
which aims at protecting the environment.      
Task: Write an e-mail to your friend Zaher/Zahra. Tell him 
about the project and invite him/her to join the project.  
Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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EXAM 4
[7 marks]Listening 1 ( Items 1-7 )

You are going to hear a conversation between Mona and Sam 
about a piano. Listen, and shade in the bubble        next to the 
correct option.

Mona is having a ................ party next month. 

         birthday                 music                 Christmas

Mona asked Sam to bring ................ classic piano.

         an expensive                 a grand              a small

Sam has a problem with the ................ of the piano.

         size                             price                 colour

The piano will be lifted up to the first-floor balcony by .................

         two men                 a lift                           a crane 

Sam will need more ................ to get the piano into the building.

         time                              people                  space

Sam expects a ................ increase in the budget to get the classic piano. 

         10%                            30%                  50%

Mona ................ Sam’s suggestion of the upright piano.

         accepts                            refuses                 will think about

1

4

2

5

3

6

7
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You are going to hear a story about Salvador Dali, a Spanish painter.   
Part 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more than 
four words)

Part 2: Four each item shade in bubbles        next to the correct option.

When was Salvador Dali born? 

................................................................................................................................

Who encouraged Dali to study drawing? 

................................................................................................................................

How did his mother die? 

................................................................................................................................

Why was Dali not angry at his father’s marriage?

................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Dali left the Arts Academy in .....................

         1926                                1929                 1934

He met Pablo Picasso in .....................

         Paris                                Madrid                 Catalonia 

All his life Dali was mostly inspired by .....................

         Joan Miró                       Pablo Picasso      his wife

Gala, Dali’s wife, was .................... him.

         younger than                as old as                   older than 

13

15

12

14

[8 marks]Listening 2 ( Items 8-15 )
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[8 marks] GRAMMAR/VOCABULARY  (Items 1–10) 

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 a more than the
2 make makes made making
3 should need must can
4 which who what  when
5 all either both each
6 awarded took bought happened
7 designed criticised  invited memorised 
8 tour game team member
9 wins weighs costs performs
10 is was have has

     If you want to see ........(1)........ largest musical instrument 
ever ........(2)........, all you ........(3)........ to do is visit Atlantic City 
in the USA. It's is a huge pipe organ ........(4)........ contains more 
than 33,000 pipes, ........(5)........ one with a different note. The 
construction of the pipe organ ........(6)........ place between May 
1929 and December 1932. The organ was ........(7)........ by senator 
Emerson Lewis Richards. A ........(8)........ of eighty workers 
participated in building the organ. It ........(9)........ about 150 tons. 
The organ ........(10)........ been recognised by Guinness World 
Records as the loudest musical instrument and the largest pipe 
organ in the world.

(5 marks)
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1

2

3

[7 marks]READING 1 ( Items 1-7 )

Good news! I've suddenly become a rich man! Well, not 
really a rich man, but richer than I was before! I've just won 
a money prize from my local bank, Isn't that great? I have to 
be careful with this money and not to waste it as I used to do. 

Liverpool moved eight points clear at the top of the 
Premier League and nine above Manchester City with a 
thrilling 1-3 victory over the reigning champions. Fabinho 
put the leaders in front after six minutes at Anfield with a 
powerful shot from 25 yards out.

1984 is a famous novel by English novelist George Orwell. It 
was published in June 1949. It was Orwell's ninth and final 
book completed in his lifetime since he died a year later. 
The story takes place in an imagined future, the year 1984. 

The writer used to save his money.

Manchester City lost the match with Liverpool.

George Orwell died in 1948.

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

False

False

False

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False?
For each item, shade in the bubble        under the correct option.
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[7 marks] 4

5

6

7

This site looks good but isn't. If you order, your product never 
arrives. You get no tracking number, the customer service 
link is dead and they have removed their page on Facebook. 
The merchandise advertised is cheap for a reason.

The Muscat municipality intends to close Al Jabal road 
starting from Thursday evening until the next Sunday 
morning to carry out maintenance work. People coming 
from Qurayyat or Al Amerat are advised to use the road of 
Wadi Adai - Al Amerat to reach their destinations safely.

On Friday, two children were poisoned due to drinking 
chemicals. They are currently undergoing treatment while they 
are in a critical condition in the Royal Hospital. Doctor Salim 
said this incident happened because of poor storage of these 
materials at home in easy-to-open drinking water containers.

American social media giant Facebook is publishing a research 
conducted by its artificial intelligence (AI) unit in an effort to 
help doctors predict in advance if a COVID-19 patient may get 
worse or need extra oxygen.

The writer had a bad online shopping 
experience on this site.

People can’t use Al Jabal road on Friday.

The two children were poisoned at their home.

Facebook is offering oxygen for COVID-19 
patients.

Statement

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False
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Clara is not happy with her .................

         class                             friends                  writing tasks

Ben is afraid of .................

         going outside      staying at home        going to class

Clara thinks that Ben suffers from a ................ attack.

         heart                      panic                         breath

Clara had the same problem ................ ago.

         two hours                    two days                  a year

Clara overcame her problem by talking to .................

         a doctor                    a friend                     a lot of people

She advised Ben to do things that make him .................

         relaxed                  scared                       awful 

To make fear and worry less, Clara used to ................ to go anywhere.

         take a taxi                      walk                          take a bus

     Lionel Andrés Messi , born on 24 June 1987, is an Argentine 
footballer who currently plays for Barcelona and the Argentine 
national team. He is one of the best football players of his 
generation and is frequently considered as the world's best 
contemporary player. Lionel Messi, whose playing style and 
ability have drawn comparisons to Diego Maradona, received 
Ballon d'Or and FIFA World Player of the Year nominations by 
the age of 21 and won both by the age of 22. Diego Maradona 
once declared that Messi was his "successor."
     Lionel Messi's talent was early detected by his father. When 
he began playing with the local team, his potential was quickly 
identified by Barcelona . At the age of 11, he was diagnosed with 
a growth hormone deficiency, which is a medical condition in 
which the body does not produce enough growth hormone and 
whose treatment needs a lot of money. 
     He left Rosario-based Newell's Old Boys's youth team in 
2000 and moved with his family to Europe, as Barcelona offered 
treatment for his growth hormone deficiency. Making his debut 
in the 05–2004 season, he broke the La Liga record for the 
youngest footballer to play a league game, and also the youngest 
to score a league goal.

[8 marks]READING 2 ( Items 8-15 )

Read the text. Then complete the tasks.
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[8 marks]
Major honours soon followed as Barcelona won La Liga in 
Messi's debut season, and won a double of the league and 
Champions League in 2006. His breakthrough season was in 
07–2006; he became a first team regular, scoring a hat-trick 
in El Clásico and finishing with 14 goals in 26 league games. 
Perhaps his most successful season was the 09–2008 season, in 
which Messi scored 38 goals to play an integral part in a treble-
winning campaign.
     Messi was the top scorer of the 2005 FIFA World Youth 
Championship with six goals, including two in the final game. 
Shortly thereafter, he became an established member of 
Argentina's senior international team. In 2006, he became 
the youngest Argentine to play in the FIFA World Cup and he 
won a runners-up medal at the Copa América tournament the 
following year. In 2008, in Beijing, he won his first international 
honour, an Olympic gold medal, with the Argentina Olympic 
football team. 
     In 2012 Messi hit the absolute heights. He scored 91 goals in a 
calendar year: 79 with Barça plus 12 with the Argentina national 
side. As such, the Argentine surpassed Gerd Müller's record of 
85 goals from 1972. If we add in the 24 assists he made over the 
12 months then we can say that Messi played a part in 115 goals 
in 2012: out of this world.
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Task 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than FOUR WORDS).

Who discovered Lionel Messi's talent?
................................................................................................................................

Who offered treatment for Messi?
................................................................................................................................

How old was he when he moved to Spain?
................................................................................................................................ 
When did he first played in the FIFA World Cup? 
................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Task 2: For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

Before he moved to Spain, Messi's had ....................       

         received Ballon d'Or    

         got a health problem     

         a lot of money                 

He was the ................... footballer to play in La Liga.

         youngest                  oldest                        most talented

He won a medal at the Copa América tournament in ....................

         2006                                2007                         2008

He scored ................... goals in 2012.  

         79                              91                              115

13

15

12

14
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[5 marks]WRITING 1

Write at least 100 words on the following topic: 
      “How to spend your time in a useful way during lockdown”      
Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks]WRITING 2

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.   
Situation: Imagine that you are Shamis/Shamsa. Your 
friend Nasir/Nasra posts a lot of personal photos on 
social media networks.     
Task: Write an e-mail to Nasir/Nasra. Explain the expected 
dangers of doing this and give him/her useful advice. 
 Your writing should be clear and friendly.
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[10 marks] EXAM 5
[7 marks]Listening 1 ( Items 1-7 )

You are going to hear a conversation between two friends, 
Sarah and Clark. Listen, and shade in the bubble        next to 
the correct option.

Sara and Clark agreed to watch ................ movie in the weekend.

         action                   funny        horror

First, they will meet at .................

         the cinema       Clark’s house      a restaurant

They will meet at ................ o’clock.

         2.00                   4.00        6.00

Sarah is going to bring her ................, Karen with her.

         brother        cousin        niece

Clark has not seen Karen for ................ years.

         three                   five                   eight

Now Karen is a .................

         student       musician          teacher

Clark thinks that teaching kids is .................

         funny                   difficult         easy

1

4

2

5

3

6

7
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You're going to hear a story about a traditional wedding in Sudan.
Part 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more than 
four words)

Part 2: Four each item shade in bubbles        next to the correct option.

How long did the speaker stay in Sudan? 

................................................................................................................................

Why does the girl’s family asks for two-weeks period?

................................................................................................................................

What does the mother of the young man give to the girl?

................................................................................................................................

When do the bride and the groom make hena?

................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

On the third day of the wedding, the bride dances for her .....................

         husband                         family                   guests

The groom’s friends sit ..................... 

         at the right                    in the middle      at the left  

The couple wears necklaces of sweets on the .................... day.

         second                            third                 fourth

In their local traditions, .................... means that marriage will 

last forever.

         distributing sweets        pouring milk           throwing salt   

13

15

12

14

[8 marks]Listening 2 ( Items 8-15 )
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[8 marks] GRAMMAR/VOCABULARY  (Items 1–10) 

For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

1 Just Since Already Yet
2 popular formal fictional traditional
3 must should ought can
4 adventurous lively natural available
5 planning plan planned to plan
6 decorating staying  achieving applying 
7 inspire  lend attend volunteer 
8 Although So Because  However
9 use to use using used
10 amazed bored  brave quiet 

     ........(1)........  the outbreak of Covid19-, online learning has become 
very ........(2)........ in our lives. Now It’s clear that we ........(3)........ to 
learn how to use all the ........(4)........  technology in learning and 
teaching. For me, as a teacher, I’m ........(5)........ to use modern 
applications that help me to teach my students while they’re 
........(6)........ at home. They don’t have to ........(7)........ the classes at 
school. So, now I’m thinking of buying a new laptop. ........(8)........, 
I’ve already got a good one. I have been ........(9)........ this laptop 
for 8 years. So, I’m getting ........(10)........ with it. Today, there are 
a variety of laptops with the latest features that can make the 
process of teaching online easier than before.

(5 marks)
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1

2

3

[7 marks]READING 1 ( Items 1-7 )

Mozart, who was born on 27 January 1756, showed 
prodigious ability from his earliest childhood. Already 
competent on keyboard and violin, he composed from 
the age of five. Despite his early death at the age of 35, he 
composed more than 600 works.   

‘Petronas Twin Towers’ is a landmark of Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia. It’s one of the tallest buildings in the world with 
88 floors and a height of 458 metres. It’s owned by the 
national oil company Petronas. It was opened by prime 
minister Mahathir Mohammed in 1999.   

I had my BA degree from SQU in Oman in 2006. A year later, 
I travelled to UK and had my MA degree in teaching English. 
I studied in Oxford University for two years. I came back to 
Oman in 2009 to start my professional career in teaching 
English in Nizwa University.

Mozart died in 1781. 

Mahathir Mohammed owned ‘Petronas 
Twin Towers’. 

 The writer completed his study abroad.  

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

False

False

False

Read the texts. Are the statements which follow each text 
True or False?
For each item, shade in the bubble        under the correct option.
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[7 marks] 4

5

6

7

To all passengers travelling with Oman Air, flight number 
Y567, flying to Doha. We do apologise for the delay. We would 
like to inform you that the plane will take off at 7.30. Boarding 
will open in 10 minutes from Gate B17. We hope you enjoy 
flying with Oman Air.

It was a very hot summer day when I  arrived at the village. 
At night I tried to sleep but I failed. There was nothing  to 
do. I can’t bear this heat  without  an air- conditioning or 
at least a fan. I wondered how those people could live and 
sleep in this village without electricity. 

A statement issued online by MOH said, “More than 14,900 
people have been vaccinated with the Pfizer vaccine 
against COVID19- in Oman since December, 2020. This 
number of vaccinated people covers only half of the target 
people who need to get the vaccine.  

In Canada and the US, one of the most popular days in the year 
is Halloween. Halloween is on the thirty-first October. It's a day 
when some people dress up in strange or unusual costumes.   

The flight to Doha was cancelled.  

The writer couldn’t sleep because of the people.  

About 15,000 people in Oman still need to 
get the vaccine.

The American people celebrate Halloween 
on the first day of October.

Statement

Statement

Statement

Statement

True

True

True

True

False

False

False

False
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     The Spanish flu, also known as the 1918 flu pandemic, was a 
deadly pandemic in recent history. It spread worldwide during the 
year 1919-1918. The virus infected 500 million people – about a 
third of the world's population at the time. Since it killed at least 
50 million, scientists consider the Spanish flu to be the severest 
pandemic in human history.
     The outbreak of the Spanish flu was caused by an H1N1 virus, 
which had genes of avian origin. Historians now believe that World 
War I could have been partly responsible for spreading the virus. 
Lack of hygiene and malnutrition may have also been responsible 
for weakening the immune system. For example, a 2007 analysis 
of medical journals from the period of the pandemic found that 
the viral infection was no more aggressive than previous influenza 
strains. Instead, malnutrition, overcrowded medical camps and 
hospitals, and poor hygiene, all caused by the recent war, promoted 
bacterial superinfection.
     There is no agreement about the origin of the virus. The 1918 
flu was first observed in Europe. Then, it appeared in the United 
States, and parts of Asia before swiftly spreading around the world. 
It is believed that politics was the main reason why this pandemic 
was referred to as the Spanish flu. During World War I, journalists 
minimized early reports of illness and deaths in Germany, the 
United Kingdom and the United States.

[8 marks]READING 2 ( Items 8-15 )

Read the text. Then complete the tasks.
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However, newspapers were free to report the epidemic's effects 
in neutral Spain. This gave rise to the name 'Spanish flu'.  
     Nearly a century after the Spanish flu struck, the World Health 
Organization (WHO) called on scientists, national authorities 
and the media to follow best practices in naming new human 
infectious diseases to minimize unnecessary negative effects 
on nations, economies, and people. More modern terms for 
this virus include the "1918 influenza pandemic," the "1918 flu 
pandemic," or variations of these.
     It is interesting to note that most influenza outbreaks kill 
the very young and the very old, with a higher survival rate for 
those in between, but the Spanish flu pandemic resulted in a 
higher than expected death rate for young adults.
     Like the Spanish flu, the coronavirus is also very contagious 
and spread quickly worldwide. There are however major 
differences. Both diseases are respiratory infections with 
common symptoms. Yet, they belong to different families of 
viruses. The coronavirus is more threatening to elderly people 
and those with pre-existing medical conditions. By contrast, the 
Spanish flu was most deadly for young adults.
During the Spanish flu, scientists couldn't isolate the particular 
virus type that caused the pandemic. Nowadays, with advanced 
scientific knowledge, the coronavirus was easily detected and 
vaccines are being developed by groups of scientists worldwide.
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Task 1: For each item, write a short answer (not more 
than FOUR WORDS).

What was the world’s population in 1918?

................................................................................................................................

Why is the Spanish flu considered the severest pandemic in 

history?

     Because .........................................................................................................

What caused the Spanish flu?

................................................................................................................................

Where did the Spanish flu start?

................................................................................................................................

9

11

8

10

Task 2: For each item, shade in the bubble       next to the 
correct option.

It’s believed that ................... was responsible for spreading the virus.

         hospitals       hygiene           World War I                            

This pandemic was named ‘Spanish flu’ by ....................

         doctors        journalists           politicians

The Spanish flu caused more death for the ....................

         young adults       very young      very old

Both the Spanish flu and the Coronavirus ....................

         belong to the same family 

         first appeared in Spain       

         are contagious

13

15

12

14
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[5 marks]WRITING 1

Write at least 100 words on the following topic: 
“The disadvantages of online learning”  

Your writing should be clear and interesting.
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[10 marks]WRITING 2

Complete the following task. Write at least 100 words.   
Situation: Imagine that you are Basim/Basma. You’ve 
just received this e-mail from your friend Hani/Hania.

Task: Write a reply to your friend’s e-mail. Apologise politely 
and give reasons.
 Your writing should be clear and friendly.

Dear Basim/Basma,
I had a car crash and my car broke down. It needs two 
weeks to be repaired. I have an important job interview in 
Dubai this week. I’d be so grateful if you could lend me your 
car for two days. Please let me know as soon as possible.
Hani/Hania
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[10 marks]

 The Answers of
Al Reyada Final Exams
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EXAM ONE 

GRM / VOCAB   Reading 1 Reading 2

Listening 1    Listening 2   
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EXAM TWO 

GRM / VOCAB   Reading 1 Reading 2

Listening 1    Listening 2   
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EXAM THREE 

GRM / VOCAB   Reading 1 Reading 2

Listening 1    Listening 2   
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EXAM FOUR 

GRM / VOCAB   Reading 1 Reading 2

Listening 1    Listening 2   
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EXAM FIVE 

GRM / VOCAB   Reading 1 Reading 2

Listening 1    Listening 2   
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